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Easter - the Feast 

of the Lord Jesus 

E are now obsening a Solemn Feast -
which path are we co take? As we dra,,· 
near co this da, ·  of celebration - whom 

:. _hall ,..-e haYe �s leader? f\o one, dearly 
· belm-ed, except him whom you ,\ill

· � name with me - our Lord Jesus Christ.
.,.&'!_,"-__ ._.,'(i:'IP'i* �. who said: 'I am the way'. He it is, as 
Saint John says, who takes away the sin of the world. He purifies 
our souls -as Jeremiah the prophet says: 'Stand on the ways and 
see and discern which is the right way and on it you will find 
cleansing for your souls.' 

In the past the blood of goats and the ashes of a calf sprinkled 
over the unclean could only purify the body; now through the 
grace of the Word of God each and everyone is cleansed to the 
full. If we follow close behind him, we shall be permitted to 
contemplate that eternal feast even here in anticipation, as if we 
were standing in the courts of the heavenly. Jerusalem - just as 
the blessed apostles, who followed the Saviour as their leader, 
and were then and are still now teachers of a like grace, for they 
said: 'Lo, we have left everything and have followed you.' For we 
follow the Lord, and we keep the Lord's feast not only in word 
but in action. 

- St Athanasius of Alexandria, 296-373 A.D. Easter Letter 14,1--2



A PRAYER 

TO THE 

HOLY SPIRIT 

W
HEN the tapers now burn blue,
And the comforters are few, 

And that number more than true, 
Sweet Spirit comfort me! 

TI THEN the priest his last hath prayed,
VV And I nod to what is said,

'Cause my speech is now decayed, 
Sweet Spirit comfort me! 

TI THEN (God knows) I'm tossed about,

VV Either with despair or doubt,

Yet before the gla be out, 

Sweet pirit comfort me! 

TI THEX the Tempter me pursu'th
VV With the sins of all my youth,

And half damns me with untruth, 
Sweet Spirit comfort me! 

TI THEN the flames and hellish cries
VV Fright mine ears and fright mine eyes,

And all terrors me surprise, 
Sweet Spirit comfort me! 

TI THEN the judgment is revealed,
VV And that opened which was sealed,

When to thee I have appealed. 
Sweet Spirit comfort me! 

- Robert llerrick (1591-1674 AD]. 
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EDITORIAL 

JWan the Creator: the Ultimate Fantasy 

THE BE IEFITS OF DIS-ILLUSION 

WAS ordained a Catholic 
priest in July 1963. My 
journey to the priesthood 
had taken ten happy years 
and all these were fi1Jed with 
prayer, study and more study: 
philosophy, logic, psychology, 

cosmology, history of philosophy. ethics, 
theodicy, dogmatic theology, scripture, 
moral theology, church history, canon 
law and so on. 

In those far off days most of the 
subjects were taught in Latin. ·when 
we read Tertullian, Augustine, Jerome 
or Thomas Aquinas (or for that matter, 
the Assertio Septem Sacramentorum of 
the young English king Henry VIII -

'The Defence of the Seven Sacraments,' 
against Martin Luther] we met them 
face tO face: in conversational mode 
as it were - without intermediaries 
whose agenda might or might not be
sympathetic to what the authors bad to 
say. We would approach them timidly 
at first until we grasped their style, 
and then with confidence, satisfying 
our ever hungry minds with the riches 
overflowing from these literary treasure
houses from our Christian past. 

I embarked on my priestly career 
with enthusiasm and gratitude; and 
with a love for the Church that has 
never waned. I thought that I was 
reasonably well-prepared for whatever 
might eventuate during the life-span 
God was going to grant roe. 

I was prepared, which cannot be 
said of many who leave school or 
university or seminary these days; but 
I little knew how well. For I was in for 
a shock. I imagined that having spent 
four years studying theology, the queen 
of sciences, in all its complexity, that 
this would be my principal resource 
in coping with the questions life was 
going to throw my way. 

Looking back on what has been a 
long priestly life, I confess that few if 
any of the causes of problems I have 

By PAGL TE:-."HOU E 

met have been theological. Their 
symptoms may have appeared to be 
religious or theological, but we poor 
humans, with or without faith, are as 
beset as our ancestors were by myriad 
illusions, philosophical dilemmas. 
Psychological traumas and emotional 
upheavals, to say nothing of political 
opportunism and economic rationalism 
thoroughly confuse us, and make play
things of our minds and bodies and 
ultimately our souls. 

The year before I was ordained, 
Daniel Boorstin, a lawyer and University 
Professor who would eventually 
become Librarian of Congress, 
published a book entitled The Image, or 
What Happened to the American Dream? 
It could just as well have be entitled 
Whatever happened to the Australian or 
tire Eur<>pean Dream? 

In this far- ighted book I Boorsr.in
described a world of our own making. 
in which our wealth, literacy. technology 
and progress - to which we might add 
freedom and democracy - have been 
used to create a tllicket of unreality that 

stand berween most people and life. 
And if the -technology" in 1962 was a 
tool in the hand of illusionists, what 
is to be said of the incomparably more 
sophisticated and more da�gerous 
technology of the 21st century? 

Before we get too self-congratulatory 
Boorstin reminds us that each of us bas 
provided the market, and the demand 
for the unreality tl1at floods and befogs 
our experience, and deceives us. 

Boorstin, who died in 2004 aged 
90, pointed out that we demand and 
believe the illusions that dominate our 
lives because we have been conned into 
having unreal, extravagent not to say 
impossible expectations of life - human 
relations, work, play, family, love and 
yes, God. Our expectations, he said, are 
extravagent, i.e. they 'go beyond "the 
limits of rea on or moderation". They 
are excessive: 

When we pick up our newspaper

at breakfas1, we expect - we even
demand - chat it bring us momemous 

events since che night before. We mrn 

on the car radio a we drive to work 

and expecr 'news· co have occurred 

Ideals and Fashions 

T
HAT is the real lesson that the enlightened traveller should learn; the
lesson about himself. That is the test that should really be put to those 

who say that the Christianity of Jerusalem is degraded. After a thousand 
years of Turkish tyranny, the religion of a London fashionable preacher 
would not be degraded. It would be destroyed. It would not be there at all, 
to be jeered at by every prosperous tourist out of a train de luxe. It is worth
while to pause upon the point; for nothing has been so wholly missed in our 
modem religious ideals as the ideal of tenacity. Fashion is called progress. 
Every new fashion is called a new faith. Every faith is a faith which offers 
everything except faithfulness. It was never so necessary to insist that most 
of the really vital and valuable ideas in the world, including Christianity, 
would never have survived at all if they had not survived their own death, 
even in the sense of dying daily. The ideal was out of date almost from the 
first day; that is why it is eternal; for whatever is dated is doomed. As for our 
own society, if it proceeds at its present rate of progress and improvement, 
no trace or memory of it will be left at all. 

- G. K. Chesterton, 'the Philosophy of Sight-seeing', in The New Jerusalem, 

Thomas Nelson, London [undated]. 
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since the morning newspaper went to 
press. Returning in the evening, we 
expect our house not only to shelter 
us, to keep us warm in winter and 
cool in summer, but to relax us, to 

dignify us, 10 encompass us with soft 
music and interesting hobbies, to be 
a playground, a theater, and a bar. \Ve 
expect our two-week vacation to be 
romantic, exotic, cheap, and effonless. 
\Ve expect a faraway atmosphere if we 
go to a nearby place; and we expect 
everything to be relaxing, sanitary, 
and Americanized if we go to a 
faraway place. We expect new heroes 
every season, a literary masterpiece 
every month, a dramatic spectacular 
every week, a rare sensation every 
night. We expect everybody to feel 
free to disagree, yet we expect every
body to be loyal, not to rock the boat 
or take the Fifth Amendment. We 
expect everybody to believe deeply 
in his religion, yet not to think less of 
others for not believing. \\'e expect 
our nation to be strong and great 
and vast and varied and prepared for 
every challenge: yet we expeet our 
'nationaJ purpo,e· co be clear and 
simple. something dm grres direction 
to the lfre;; of nearly n.-o hundred 
million people and yer can be bought 

in a paperbacl: at the comer drogstore 
for a dollar. 

We expea anything and everything. 
We expect the conrra-dictory and the 
impossible. We expect compact cars 
which are spacious; luxurious cars 
which are economical. We expect 
to be rich and charitable, powerful 
and merciful, active and reflective, 
kind and competitive. \Ve expect 
to be inspired by mediocre appeals 
for 'excellence,' to be made literate 
by illiterate appeals for literacy. We 
expect to eat and stay thin, 10 be 
constamly on the move and ever more 
neighborly, to go to a 'church of our 
choice' and yet feel its guiding power 
over us, to revere God and to be God. 

Never have people been more 
the masters of their environment. Yet 
never has a people felt more deceived 
and disappointed. For never has a 
people expected so much more than 
the world could offer.2 
Too few seem to have read or 

understood Boorstin, and fewer 
still acted on what they read. I 
can't recommend his conclusions 
unequivocally, but his insights into 
the harm wreaked by our passion for 
illusion and self-deception, are valuable. 
Most will relate positively to his 
observation that 'some are born great, 
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some achieve greatness, and some hire 
public relations officers.'3 Or should
that be 'media moguls'? 

While our technology may be 21st 
century, the philosophy which is the 
engine that drives and directs and 
uses the technology is 1 7th century 
Cartesianism. It has drips attached 
that are pumping 18th, 19th and 
20th century scepticism, materialism, 
pragmatism, utilitarianism and atheism 
into the body politic, the body 
social [ especially the educational 
infrastructure] and the body religious 
as they lie exposed and vulnerable for 
their daily dissection on the TV screen. 
And those who oversee the dissection 
in media studios and newsrooms 

Thanks 
to aU our advertisers for their generou 
support. Special thanks LO Alan David. 

Digiial Graphic Communication, to 
Brian and Carrie Boyd of Paynter Di:i:on 

Comtructions Pty Ltd, and to John 
David, of The Davids Group. 

Please pray for all our benefactors. 
- Editor. Annals Australasia.
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are today's equivalent of vaudeville 
performers from the Theatre of the 
Absurd. 

As a young priest I had been 
impressed by the evident truth of St 
Anselm of Canterbury's expression 
'Fides quaerens intellectum' - Faith 
seeking understanding - which has been 
taken as a definition of theology. 

May I ugge t that genuine 
'philosophy" - literally 'love of 
wi dom.' or ·Jove of life in all its 
complexity' could be termed 'Spes 
quaeren intelleccum' - Hope seeking 
understanding. 

For hopelessness has become a 
characteristic of life in our time. Hope 
is a mroe whose absence fills our ever 
basT beans and minds and our lives 
- with all cheir unreal expectations
- with grief at their emptiness and
seeming powerlessness. Yet the
prescoce and upporc of the virtue of
hope are �uarameed by our baptism as
Cnholics.. How often do we call upon
drat. formidable resource'?

The hopelessne permeating much 
of modern socie1:y [nor just in che so
called secular First World, but also in 
Third World countries, and especially 
in Islamic societies], is fall-out from the 
prevailing tendency to prefer illusion to 
reality, and to remain passive under the 
spell of the illusionists. 

In First World countries it flows 
from the denial of any place for faith 
and hope and Christian love in private 
and public life; from repudiating belief 
in the supernatural, from embracing 
hedonism. denying sin and retreating 
into political correctness like some kind 
of security blanket. 

In Third World countries it is often 
a by-product of the illusion that First 
World countries have it right. Some in 
Third World counrries, notably Islamic 
ones, react ,;oJently when confronted 
by the price demanded for membership 
of the Western Secular Club, wrongly 
thought by them to be Christian. 

Members of that exclusive First 
World body who are deluded into 
believing that physical life is all that 
there is, under pressure, are found 
willing to pay any price, even if i t  
emans the loss of their much vaunted 
freedoms, in order to stay alive. The 
unhappy saga of the Danish and other 
caricatures and the way the media and 
politicians have handled violent protests 
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by Muslims, bodes not at all well for a 
future filled with more of the same. 

No wonder secular democracies 
can't understand what's happening. 
They are as oblivious to the reality of 
Islam underscood literally by dedicated 
souls, as were the Hashemite sharifs of 
Mecca and Medina in 1924 and 1925 
when the officially non-Muslim and 
ostracised Hanbali/Wahhabi barbarians 
emerged from the desert to overwhelm 
and dispossess them. 

Instead of driving them back into 
the desert where they belonged, the 
mainly British and French 'Power 
Brokers' of the time welcomed them 
['Might is Right' being a major illusion 
in their repertoire] clad now in white 
burnouses, red kuffiyehs held in place 
by elegant black iqals, and jewelled 
toy daggers, and handed them untold 
billions of dollars worth of oil, along 
with the power to play mind-games 
with it, and then sat back to watch the 
fun. 

Like an earlier fictitious Power 
Broker, Dr Frankenstein, they imagined 
that the monsters they had created or ac 
lease adopted. would obey their e,·ery 
whim. 

Their disilJusionmem bas still not 
run its course. Among other things diey 
forgot, or thought of no impon.ance. 
was che influence the Hanhali 
Wahhabis were to exert on the many 
millions of Muslim pilgrims who have 
visited Mecca srnce 1924-25 and 
drunk deeply at the source of Islamic 
fanaticism and illusion. 

A Dutch East Indies representative 
in Mecca writing after spending time 
there in 1884-1885 warned: 

For the moment one stil l  finds 
among these Hajjis scattered over the 
(Indonesian] countryside, inflammable 
material not to be un-derestimated; 
which can flame up should any 
rash man produce a spark. This 
inflammability is due co rhe fact that 
the interests of the Hajji's are usually 
contrary to chose of the Government, 
whilst many have brought from 
Mekka pan-Islamic tendencies which 
can easily develop into fanaticism.• 
This, at a time [1885) when the 

Wahhabis were still rampaging naked 
through the desert astride horse and 
camel killing Muslims they disgreed 
with, denied the right co call themselves 
Muslims by fatwas from Sunni and 
Shi'ite imams alike rn India, and 
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throughout the Ottoman Empire. 
Like all such games, the fun ends 

abruptly when masks drop and principal 
characters reveal themselves as the 
monsters or cowards that they really 
are. As a result many in the First World, 
governed by the latter, feel hemmed in 
by gloom and despair. 

Hopelessness is a cul-de-sac. Political 
correctness is life-threatening. Hope on 
the other hand is an open road leading 
to salvation. But if our hope is to be 
effective it needs to be realistic and 
courageous, and we need to be willing 
to shed our Lllusions. And confront the 
virtual, illusory and real horrors that 
threaten Christian and civilised life at 
its core, and watch the ghoulish mirages 
dissolve before our eyes. 

What roost ails the Christian World 
[if I may adapt Boors tin's comments 
about America] is not our Faith, but 
what we have substituted for it. And 
what is nightmarish and generating 
hopelessness in the young and the 
disadvancaged is nor reality. but c.he 
illusions we ha,e put in its place. 

We are dangerousl)' close to 
di co,·ering that hanng excluded God 
from the human equation. and ha,·ing 
created our brave new world io our 
own likeness, or at least in the likeness 
of our fantasies, we are at the mercy 
of these illusions. They have assumed 
a life of their own, and tl1e result isn't 
pretty. 

Driving out the ghosts that inhabit 
the world of our fantasies, as Boorstin 
says, 'will not give us the power to 
conquer tl1e real enemies of the real 
world, or to remake the real world. It 

'{)hone 
for any 

-even
rers'

Compromise and 

Genuine Faith 

... the enlightened Englishman, 
from a cathedral town or a 
subu rban chapel, walks these 
wild eastern places with a certain 
sense of assurance and stability. 
Even after centuries of Turkish 
supremacy, such a man feels he 
would not have descended to such 
a credulity. He would not be fighting 
for the Holy Fire or wrangling with 
beggars in the Holy Sepulchre. 
He would not be hanging fantastic 
lamps on a pillar peculiar to the 
Armenians, or peering into the 
gilded cage that contains the 
brown Madonna of the Copts. He 
would not be the dupe of such 
degenerate fables; God forbid. He 
would not be grovelling at such 
grotesque shrines; no indeed. He 
would be many hundred y ards 
a.',c:., cecorous'y bowing towards 
a r� .. e c-s:a�: ci:y: ,•, �--e. abo' e 
�e o-) :c..-....,a" a-c o.:-.::c a :j:!e., 
:: aca n _,e .. Lsa err, tre <r gr0 
mosaics of tne Mosque of Omar 
proclaim across the valleys the 
victory and the glory of Mahomet. 

- G. K. Chesterton, 'the Philosophy of 
Sight-seeing', in The New Jerusalem, 

Thomas Nelson, London [undated]. 

may help us to discover that we cannot 
make the world in our own image:5 

That would be a start. Another 
step would be to recognize that 
the problems we face are largely 
philosophical, not theological. Ludwig 

W ittgenstein, [1889-1951] one of 
the most influential philophers of 
his day was a baptised Catholic of 
remote Jewish origins. In a memoir, 

orman Malcolm, one of his students, 
recalled his saying: 'A person caught in 
philosophical confusion is like a man 
in a room who wants to get out, but 
doesn't know how. He tries the window, 
but it i too high. He tries the chimney 
but it is coo narrow. And if only he 
would tum around he would see that 
the door has been open all the time�6 

The door is philosophy [hope] but 
it leads co theology [faith]. The illusion 
from which we must work to be freed, 
is thinking that the door leads to 
anotller door tllat is dosed. And that we 
have no hope. This is what is happening 
to good people today. 

They have forgotten the warning 
Isaiah7 the Hebrew prophet gave to 
contemporary illusionists: mutatis

mutandis it applies to us in the 21st 
century AD as much as co the Israelites 
in the itll century BC: 

Woe 10 lhose who go down to 
EgJpl for help and rely on horses; 
who crust in chariots because they 
are many and in horsemen because 
they are very strong, buc do not 

� look to the Holy One of Israel or 
consult the Lord! 

I. New York, Aclieneum. J 962 
2 .  op.cir., Jmroduc,ion, pp. 3-6. 
3. The llamlyn Poc!.·er Dictionary of Quotalio,u; by Jonathan 

Hun� 19i9 
4 .  C. Snouck Hu rgronje, (1857-1936) il1dka in the 

Lauer Parr of rhe 19rh Cenwry, Brill, 1931 p.290.
The {luthor was a Oucch scholar of Oriental culmres 
and languages and Advisor on Native Affairs to the 
colonial govenlment of the Ncthcrlaods East fodies . 

.; .  op.cit p.6. 
6 .  Lud�ig \\1«genstein A Memoir. OUP, 1984, p.44. 
�. l.saiah =i. I. 
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WHAT CONSTITUTES 

A UNIVERSITY? 

By PROFESSOR PIERRE RYCKMANS 

_.-..,.. N order to function, a university requires basically 
four things - two of these are absolutely essential and 
necessary; the other t\vo are important, but not always 
indispensable. 

First - a community of scholars. Sir Zelman Cowan 
told this anecdote: some years ago in England, a bright 

---�· and smart politician gave a speech to the Dons at Oxford; 
he addressed them as 'employees of the university'. One don 
immediately stood up and corrected him: 'We are not employees 
of the university, we are tlie university. And one could not have put 
it better: the only employees of the university are the professional 
managers and administrators - and they do not direct or conrrol 
the scholars - they are at the senice of the scholars. 

The second essenrial thing - a good library for the humaniries, 
and well-equipped lahorarories for the sciencist5. 1his is self-evident 
and requires DO fonher comment 

Third - the rodents. The srndents con tirute., of course., an 
important pan of the universicy. le is good and fruitful to educate 
studeocs; but students should not be recruited at any cost, by all 
means, or without discrimination. ( ote: in this country, foreign 
students who pay fees bring every year nearly two billion dollars 
to our univers.ities. In the university where I last taught, in a 
written communication addressed to all staff, the Vice-chancellor 
once insrructed us to consider our students not as students, but as 
customers. On that day, I knew that it was time for me to go.) 

I dream of an ideal university that would deliver no degrees, nor 
give access co any specific occupation, nor award any professional 
qualifications. The students would be motivated by one thing 
only: a strong personal desire for knowledge; the acquisition of 
knowledge would be their only reward. In fact, this is no mere 
utopian dream of mine. Examples of this model are actually 
operating; the most illustrious one was established in the 16th 
century and is srill the highest seat of learning in Paris: the College 
de France. 

The fourth requirement for operating a university: money. 
It would be foolish to deny the importance of money - and 
particularly inappropriate here to-night: Campion College 
urgently needs our support! And we remember that one has seen 
great universities performing their task in conditions of extreme 
deprivation. 
(Excerpt from an address delivered on Friday April 23, 2006, on the eve of the opening 
of Campion Coilege, Toongabbie, NSW, Australia's first Catholic Liberal Arts Coilege.J 

Donalions should be sent to Campion Fomzdalio,� 
PO Box 952, Toongabbie East NSW 2146. 
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CURRENT AFFAIRS 

The ongoing eliminat£on of Christianity from modern life 

CHRISTOPHOBIA 

HE popular bel ief  
that the ostrich buries 
its head in the sand in 
an effort to ignore the 
approach of an enemy 
is false apparently, 

-=,.____,.a;:.,.,,. like so many time
honoured legends that are supposed to 
teach us what to do and what not to do 
in certain circumstances. 

Naturalists tell us that what the ostrich 
actually does is to crouch with its long 
neck stretched flat upon the sand so that 
it wil l be less conspicuous to an enemy 
in the vicinity. Thus the saying 'to bury 
ones head in the sand' is based on a false 
premise. 

Nevertheless the action of the ostrich 
- whether you choose the fictional or
the factual version of his behaviour -
has an uncomfortable resonance today

ByToNYEvANs 

Philosophical Bonfires 

'WHEN we run over libraries
... what havoc must we 

make? If we take in hand any 
volume; of divinity or school 
metaphysics, for instance; let us 
ask, Does it contain any abstract 
reasoning concerning number 
or quantity? No. Does it contain 
any experimental reasoning 
concerning matter of fact and 
existence? No. Commit it then 
to the flames: for it can contain 
nothing but sophistry and illusion.' 
- David Hume, Enquiry Concerning Human 

Understanding, Oxford 1951 ed. p.165. 

for Catholics, and indeed for Christians 
of any other denomination. At a time 
when liberal opinion pays lip service to 

toleration and free speech, perversely ic 

The Silence of the Experts 

S
CHOLARS and no""tS::>eca s:s s • s s-:�: :-::: :·;;:; .. _ :: : · 3-:�:: - ': -
making these doet.mer,s a:a a:::ie 'c;· .. _-:;;-�-=-- ,•,-:-:s �-=-: =-= 

grateful' - but will everyone be p;easec :o -a ,s :- s .:.:::-:-e-s-s. ·= ;:-:-: :,; .

that gainsays the myth of Islamic tolerance ri a, -e .. _-:a:-s ,•,a1 - !.:: �-.' : : 
it take a nonspecialist such as Dr. Bostom, a scho.a� ,,.c..,_ a-c:-e·.: so: -,e -

clinical epidemiology and randomized clinical trials in mec,are - :o c scc,e· 
and have translated and published for the first time in English, this pnrrar) a,c 
secondary source material? Where were the Orientalists, lslamologists, anc 
professors of Near Eastern studies? 

There are a number of scholars writing and living in the West whose works 
are widely read, respected, and influential but who, for various reasons, wisr 
to play down the history of the dhimmis*, including the Armenian genocide. 
and the periodic but persistent massacres not only of Jews and Christians. 
but the oft-neglected Hindus, Zoroastrians, and Buddhists, living under Islam. 
Some are concerned for the security of Israel and are grateful to Turkey for 
their treaties with Israel; hence these scholars do their best to deny or at least 
minimize the Armenian massacres. Since any discussion of dhimmis often 
ends in a discussion of the Armenian genocide, the negationist scholars are 
hostile to any works highlighting the plight of Jews and Christians under Islam 
in general. Others are simply Turkophiles, having made Turkey their field of 
speciality, and have friends and colleagues and even girlfriends or wives from 
Turkey. Others again are grateful to Turkey for its support during the cold war. 

- lbn Warraq, Forward to The Legacy of Jihad, ed. Andrew G. Bostom, Prometheus Books. 
New York, 2005, p.21. 

'Dhimmis: 'tolerated' non-citizens - the name given to non-Muslims in Islamic countries.
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becomes more damaging to admit co the 
belief and practice of Christianity. If you 
go to Ma s best co keep your head down, 
like the osuich - particularly if you aspire 
to public office or a job in the media or 
the arcs. As Chesterton suggested in his 
Autobiography, 'religious l.iberty might be 
supposed to mean that everybody is free 
to discuss religion. In practice it means 
that hardly anybody is allowed co mention 
it: 

The story is often quoted of how 
Hilaire Belloc held aloft his Rosary on 
the hustings, and challenged any in 
bis constituency to withhold their vote 
because of his religion. That he was 
returned to Parliament "ith a comfortable 
majority in 1904 suggescs c.hat one 
hundred years ago the public was inclined 
co crust the incegriry of a parliamentarian 
with religious cxw::ma:ious. There appeared 
DO (XJ(J$(:i io dJose� beo.-een privately 
bdd bdief aod pubic morality. fo similar 
m:__<t et:L<c roday. Pracming Christians 
who do DIX :;;eep ;heir heads down are 

-,cd � 'rlr Chrisrian Right' at best, 
1� Ahboa recently, insulted 

dqain:d virus powers because it 
wz ��might adversely 
c:2arhe�t 

h WE � international Jewish legal 
,dx>lr JRH_ Weiler who coined the 

ro 'Cluismphobia' to describe the 

CIIC'++N,--.... � elimination of Christianity 
from modern life - in politics, business, 
the= and culture. Why, he asks, is high 
mimrc �o enamoured of the present 
and 50 contemptuous of both religious 
and secuJar tradition? Why, he asks, is 
Oxrismniry· mocked with crude cruicatw-es 
on tele\;sion in a way that similar 
defamarions of Judaism and Islam would 
�be? 

Weiler was writing primarily of the 
situation in Europe where the proposed 
Con rirurion (later to be rejected) 
del.iberately ignored the West's religious 
foundations; and where an Italian 
practising Catholic was deprived of 

s "' 

Ji 

Wl 

s 



his place as a European Commissioner 
because of his religion. 

Ch.ristophobia, however, is not confined 
to Europe; like a pandemic it has spread 
worldwide and exists no less in Australia 
than in G€nuariy, in Italy, or in Indonesia. 
The recent attack on Tony Abbott is only 

one manifestation of the disease. 
'Keep religion out of politics' has 

become a popular mano·a and even those 
who would not normally quote the Bible 
conveniently remember the text about 
rendering to Caesar th.e things that are 
Caesar's and to God the things that are 
God's. The problem of defining what is 
Caesar's and what is God's, and whetl1er 
they sometimes overlap, doesn't seem to 
o·ouble the sceptics. Pope Benedict, who
quotes the text in his first encyclicaL Deus

Ca:ritas Est is more specific. The encyclical
was received with almost universal
approval, even praised by normally
sceptical commentators, some seeing it
as an endorsement of the view that the
Church should keep out of politics.

A careful reading of the document. 
however, shows that the Church hooJd 
never be silent in the face of politic.al 
controversy. '[The Church) mlL«t nm 
remain on the idelines ... she has ro play 
her part through rational argument and 
she has to reawaken the spirimal energy 
without which juscice. which always 
demand sacrifice, cannot prevail and 
prosper.' 

George WeigeL the Catl10lic lay 
theologian and acclaimed biographer of 
John Paul II, in his latest book, The Cube 
and the Cathedral sets fortl1 fourteen 
indices of Christophobia in Europe. In 
confining ourselves to only four of the 
fourteen we can, neverilieless, measure 
bow accurately they may apply to Australia: 
(1) bow high culture is contemptuous
o f  both religious and secular tradition;
(2) bow the bizarre approach to deatll
- to abortion, euthanasia, and biological
experimentation, is as though the deceased
and the as yet unborn are deprived of any
rights; (3) how the demographic suicide of
nations in Europe is the greatest sustained 
reduction in the population since the Black
Death of me 14m century, and ( 4) how
many European authorities deny these
demographics which are without parallel
in human history and are the defining
reality of the twenty-first century.

WeigeL in writing mainly about Europe, 
demonstrates that not only Europe but 
also those countries which have been 

New edition from Father JWichael Fallon MSC 

THE APOCALYPSE 
This new and rerised edition of Michael Fallon's popular 
Commemary on the Apocalyp e is now available from 
Chevalier Press or from Ca:rholic Booksellers. The Apocalypse 
is a treasure from our Chri..--ria.n pa t that has been much 
used and abu ed since ir -as written. Father Fallon reveals it 
as a symbolic manifes:ro of che ultimate ,ictory of love, and 
of the values of Chris.:_ orer die oppres iYe Roman state at 
the close of the first cenrorr- .ill. 

Sl3.95 
[Include G T and ��e and handling] 

Also bg Fc::;-"T 1:fidzael Fallon

FOL"R GoSPELS FOR 

G\IHOLICS 
Ca:mneni2ries oo me three ynoptic Gospels and the Gospel 

of ::i John�.., Father Michael Fallon, MSC have been published 
and are now available from Chevalier Press. 

* The Gospel of Matthew> 395 pp
* The Gospel of Mark> 294 pp
* The Gospel of Luke> 375 pp
* The Gospel of John, 386 pp

$24.95 each

or (special discount price): $80 for the set of four
[Includes GST. Postage and handling extra] 

Orders may be sent co our postal address, Chevalier Press, P.O. Box 
13, Kensington NSW 2033 or by phoning (02) 9662-7894 or faxing 
(02) 9662-1910. Copies may also be obtained from Catholic Adult Education

Cen1re, Locked Bag 888, Milperra Business Centre NSW 1891, or any
Catholic bookseller.

built on a foundation of Christian Western 
culture are facing a future v,,jthouc hope 
'because in tile final analysis societies and 
cultures are only as good as their spiritual 
aspirations? 

This is no time for bu1ying our heads 
in the sand - or crouching on the earth to 
avoid recognition, like the ostrich. It is a 
time to be visible, to reclaim ow· Christian 
patrimony which is being squandered by 
the Christophobia disease. In the words of 
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John Paul II, (Ecdesia in Europa) we must 
' recover ethical and spiritual i
values in creative fidelity to tile 
humanist and Christian traditions 
of Europe? 

TONY EVANS was a producer with the ABC for many 
years and is now a freelance writer living in Western 
Australia. He has published three historicaJ biog• 
raphies, the latest being C.1'. O'C()11nor, His L!fa and 
u,gao/, published by UWA l'ress. Evans founded the 
G.K. Chesterl()n Sooety in W.A. Recently ic became the 
national Austmlian Cliesterton S<>ciet!f, 
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Bishop Abouna gives worst situation report to date 

IRAQ: 'CHRISTIANS ARE 

DESPERATE' 

By 1 ORN Po,-.-nn:x

AGHDAD'S Bishop Andreas 
Abouna has given bis 
bleakest assessment yet of 
the situation in Iraq, speaking 
of the de pair that is � 
more and more Christians m 

-----oe.1i... leave the cotwcry. 
Describing a wor ening of the Seccri[J 

situation since last Decemher·s pa,tiamt:m.c., 
elections. the Chaldean bis�op cold ho. 
people were living iJJ fear of their lift:s.. 

peaking co A.id to the Cbmcb in Nttci. 
Bishop Abonna said: �e Cmb-.ian,, ied 
desperate and 50 many are Je.mng. 

·1n cheir beans chey do not wam to leave
cheir councry: he adde4 'but because of the 
situation. chey prefer to be outside Iraq.' 

Throughout the interview, the bishop 
highlighted a security crisis. 'Security is now 
very bad; he said. 'There are a lot of police 
in Iraq, especially around Baghdad - you can 
find them everywhere and they are increasing 
all the time. 

The problem is that the quality of the 
policing is indifferent; explained the bishop. 
'Sometimes people feel afraid because - more 
so than before - they do not feel secure.' 

The interview comes after Bishop Abouna's 
superior, Emmanuel III Delly, Patriarch of 
Baghdad for the Chaldeans, called a two-day 
fast for peace to take place next Monday and 
Tuesday (ApriJ 3 and 4). 

Zenit news service quoted Patriach Deily as 
saying: 'We have moved away from piety and 
virtue, from forgiveness ... because of this, the 
blood of so many brothers has been shed and 
so many children have remained orphans.' 

Emphasising that Christians have suffered 
no worse than others, Bishop Abouna said: 

'"\\'e srill hope dw lraq ... ill rise again but it 
is ,·ery diffic:nb when ... -e ha,·e a government 
who canooc decide anything. Can you 
imacine whn litt is file wichouc any real 
fun:, U zO""!i-:&>-IM� 

He echoed mm::erm of a full. cale descent 
imo ciril W.?r bm added chat ic was unlikely, 
stJ� � maffia:-. were unprecedented in 
baf,�-

"Thc ime:: ,irw. s�ed in London. where 
�-U---� illl iJJcemational 
co.::foa.ce on reli.cioos freedom. comes 
amid repon:s � .he� stepping up 
eifon:s lO discourage the faichful - especially 
the young - from leaving the counaT. 

'Christians are getting fewer and fewer: 
said Bishop Abouna., who went on to say that 
despite the exodus, churches were packed for 
services. 'When you look inside the churches, 
they are full of Christians. But when you go 
outside you feel that Christians are finished 
i11 Iraq: 

Latest estimates give the number of 
Christians in Iraq as about 750.000, down 
from more than one million before the Allied 
invasion. 

Bishop Abouna, who has responsibility for 
church youth initiatives, described holding 
retreat weekends in Baghdad for college 
students, with Mass, spiritual discourse and 
workshops on leadership and rncacional 
subjects. 

He said: 'When the young people came 
together last time. lhe bomb were falling 
everywhere. The roads were blocl..ed. And yet 
somehow 1,500 people came. le v.as amazing. 
I said to them: 'The facr that so many of you 
have come encourages us to lead you: They 
were very, very happy. 
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BOOK IREVl'EW 

Jvlodern relevance of ancient Church wisdom

CARDINAL POINTS 

HE aucbor provides 
succinct  r e a d i ng, 
product of deep and 
wide scholarship. In
just over 100 pages, 

,. "' he provides insightful 
-°""'E..-�•,,.-"""' profiles of the philos
ophers who like combat engineers of 
the spirit defended the foundations of 
Christendom in the fourth cemury while 
they repaired and strengthened them. 

By ellipsis rather than emphasis, 
he makes it clear that the century, so 
distant in calendar terms is similar to 
our own. in its spiritual turbulence and 
the variety of its heresies. His histor
ical context he deJjneates in three and 
a half pages, remarking: 'We refer to 
prominent teachers and writers of the 
early Church as Fathers of the Church. 
It was the Arian heresy and its denial 
of God the Son's divinity (and conse
quently that of the Holy Spirit) that 
these Fathers of the fourth century had 
to wrestle. It is difficult for us today to

realise just how powerful and alJ perva
sive Arianism was and how close it 
came (humanly speaking) to ultimate 
victory. Although officially laid to rest 
by the Council of Constantinople in 
381, ic stubbornly held on in certain 
areas, and for a period of rime in che 
sixth cemu�- underwem someching 
of a revivaJ in che Wesc through the 
barbarian migrariOOS:

This fight against Arianism he defines 
as a central theme giving common 
purpose co the lives and labours of the 
fathers. Another common linkage is 
monasticism whereby ·the faithful, singly 
or in groups, withdrew from society and 
Jjved according to an established daily 
rule'. 

Of the eight original Doctors 
of the Church seven lived in the 
fourth century: Ambrose, Augustine 
and Jerome in the West, and John 
Chrysostom, Basil the Great, Gregory 
of azianzus and Athanasius in the 
Ease. Only Gregory the Great lived in 

Reviewed by IAN MA.cDoNALD

God's Trailblazers: Great Figures in 
the Early Church 

By Cardinal Edward Clancy 
St Pauls Publications. rrp $15.95. 

the fifth century. Others with whom 
the book deals include Sc Anthony of 
Egypt, Sc Ephrem of 1 isibis (in what is 
now Turkey), St Hilary of Poiciers and 
St Martin of Tours. 

In the overall period, the Church 
may have passed from the catacombs 
of persecution to the protection and 
support of the Emperor Constantine 

The Dogwood 
Tree 

T
HE legend of the Dogwood
tree 

Tells that it once shared 
symmetry 

With other timbers straight and 
tall. 

In time an axe on one would fall 
To make, a cross on Calvary's 

hill, 

- s "a-�s a-ic 'eet na ,ec to its
frame. 

The Son of God whose agony 
Would from damnation set man 

free, 
Died, and was laid within the 

cave 
To rise in three days from His 

grave, Triumphant, and the 
gibbet gone 

No part of infamy hereon, 
Supported by a twisted trunk 
In penitence its new roots sunk, 
Blossoms like tears fall to the 

earth 
To celebrate a tree's re-birth. 

-Anastasia Cuddy.
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and his successors. But the early fathers 
had to deal with a question that is again 
current, the respective powers of State 
and Church, and the optimal degree 
of separation between religion and 
republican. What .is astounding in the 
lives of these men - pre-fast travel, pre
telepbones, pre-computers - was the 
extent of their journeys, the scope of 
their influence and che amount of their 
writing. 

Of its quality the author gives 
generous examples which show the 
work has a continuing validity and 
cogency in our time of New Age fancies, 
rock-'n'-rolJ and crystal gazing. 

St Basil: 'Of the beliefs and prac 
tices whether generally accepted or 
publicly enjoined which are preserved 
in the Church, some we possess derived 
from written teaching; others we have 
received delivered to us "in a mystery" 
by the tradition of the Apostles, and 
both of these in relation to true religion 
have the same force. And this no one 
will contradict - no one ac all e,·ents, 
who is even moderately versed in che 
inscirucions of che Church:

c Ambrose: 'Rightly then the 
Church of we L-0rd am.id all the seas of 
the world stands immovable. built as it 
were. upon the apostolic rock. On that 
solid foundation it endure the force 
o f  the raging billows. The waves pour
over ic, but ic is not shaken. Although 
this world's elements often dash against 
it only to be thrown back with a mighty 
roar, still it offers a secure harbour of 
safety to receive the distressed.' 

St Jerome: ' ... I am not, I repeat, so 
ignorant as to suppose that any one the 
Lord's words is either in need of correc
tion or is not divinely inspired; but the 
Latin manuscripts of the Scriptures are 
proved to be faulty by the variations 
that all of them exhibit, and my object 
has been to rescore them to the form 
of the Greek original, from which my 
detractors do not deny they have been 
translated.' 
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Recent Commentaries by Father Michael Fallon MSC

NEW TESTAMENT LETIERS 

* THE LETTERS OF ST p AUL. 774 pp.

$5 0 [ includes postage and GS1]

* The Letters Of Saint James, Peter, John and

Jude And The Letter To The Hebrews. 296 pp.

$25 [includes postage and G 1]

THE PSAL.,1S 

S4 [includes postage and GST] 

An entirely new smdy ideal for prayer and refiecrion. 

Orders may be sem co our postal address. Chevalier Press, 

P.O. Box 13, Kensington -W 2033 or by phoning (02) 9662-7894 or faxing 
(02)9662-1910. Copies may also be obtained from any Catholic bookseller. 

St Augustine: 'Let us re101ce, my 
brothers, let the nations exult and be 
glad because no other visible sun but 
the invisible Creator of the sun has 
consecrated this day (Christmas) on 
which the Virgin, a true but inviolate 
Mother, gave birth to him who became 
visible for our sake and by whom she 
herself was created. A virgin conceives, 
yet remains a virgin, a virgin is heavy 
with child; a virgin brings forth her 
child, yet is always a vfrgin .. :

All the early fathers did have chal
lenging topics ranging between heresy 
and fundamentalism. Arianism to one 
side, these included Apollinarists who 
denied Christ's possession of a human 
soul, Pneumotomachians who denied 
the divinity of the Holy Spi,rit; Pelagians 
who argued the human wilJ's independ
ence of divine grace; Macedonians who 
taught the inferiority of the Son to the 
Father of tbe Holy Spirit to the Son; 
Donatists who claimed the validity of the 
sacraments depended on the spiritual 
condition of the minister; Marcionites 
for whom the God of tbe Jews was not 
the God of Christians; Novatians whose 
belief was that Christians who had fallen 
away could not be reconciled with the 
Church; Spanish Priscillianists who like 
African Meletians were rigorous, reac-

tionary and fundamentalist; Euchites 
who took the injunction to pray in 
almost too literal sense and Eustathians 
who held that the rich who did divest 
themselves of their wealth had no hope 
of salvation. 

Add to tbese the encounter between 
Christian faith and practice with pagan

Greco-Roman culmre. Inevitably thi 
had its difficulties. St Jerome disposed 
of his secular library after accusations of 
'being Ciceronian rather than Christian. 

Jesus, Word 

of God 

T
HIS Word, with the Father 

in the beginning 

and co-eternal with Him 

was at the appointed time 

revealed to the Apostles 

and by them proclaimed 

and humbly received 

by the peoples who believed. 

The Word then 

is in the Father, 

in the mouth of the Preacher, 

and in the heart of men. 

-Baldwin, Cistercian monk and Archbishop 
of Canterbury died in St Jean-<fAcre (Akko) 

during the 3rd Crusade, 1190AD. 
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although he continued to draw on 
Greek culture'. 

The author credits the Cappadocian 
Fathers as leaders in the framing of the 
Church's response. 'They did not simply 
reject pagan culture, lock, stock and 
barrel but learnt from it where lessons 
were co be found. rejecting indeed all 
that was contrary to Christian belief 
buc ah orbing "-hat ·as good and of 
Cod linfonnnately the Church has not 
always follo,,.·ed the Cappadocians' lead 
and ,..-hen it has failed co do so, it has 
become something of a ghetto and its 
mis£ionary thrust has been blunted: 

In his conclusion he writes that 
che Church in the fourth century was 
predominantly a Church of the East, 
chough qualified by the location of 
the Pope in che West. 'And a vigorous 
Church, the Church of the East was. It 
has made au invaluable contribution to 
the l;niversal Church's cradition, and 
well did Pope John Paul II declare that 
the Church today muse learn to breathe 
with botb lungs: 

Much of what was the domain of the 
Eastern Church is now under the aegis 
of Islam. •·we of the rest of the Christian 
world are deeply indebted to the 
Christians who still live in those parts, 
and continue, often in very difficult 
circumstances, to keep alive the flame of 
Ch1i tian faith: 

Clearly draw
i
ng ou his own pastoral 

ei--perience he praises, ·the Maronites, 
the �elk.iles, the L'krainians and other 
such communiries thac live and worship 
among us. and conscicute a living link 
with our Eastern past. Both East and 
Wesx today �hare an immense indebt
edoes"' co those giants of the fourth 
cemmy who blazed a trail for posterity: 

When he writes of one of his histor
ical figures 'crunching the numbers', 
the author inspires a wish for another 
hook: a memoir of the period between 
19 3 and 2001 when be was Cardinal 
and Archbishop of Sydney, a city where 
numbers crunching has always been an 
an form. 

With his skill in summary, he could 
probably cover the period in a couple 
of hundred pages. And his assessment 
of its movers and shakers might well 
provide a fascinating contrast 

� witb the early Fathers of the 
Church. · 

IAN �1AcD011ALO is the pen-name of a prominent 
Sydney journalist and auLhor. 
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MODERN LIVING 

Efficiency as a Virtue 

THE TYRANNY OF SELF-INTEREST 

FFICIENCY has become 
an overriding value in 
Australian society. For 
workers.  efficiency 
i• denominated in 

p � 
produ�civicy. a vague

._ _____ ...1,J �5100 that ;:e(' m _  to 
mean me index of 1'-b.n tbeu- emplo�·er;; 
can make from diem..\; foc �emmem 
deparnnems. popobr opinion ha,. bttu 
groomed for�= mro bdie'� drn 
they cannot be efficient and dm: u wil 
only be a maner of time before weir 
functions are privatised. 

Economics weighs in as rhe force 
behind the appeal of efficiency and the 
greatest good in our culture is held to 
be the economic good. Economics is all 
about getting more for less so now that 
we get so much more for so much less, 
we could expect to be living well in our 
finely tuned efficient world. Efficient 
workers or managers should be able to 
work less to enjoy a high standard of 
living. 

This seems to be the case if we 
compare toil and standards of living 
between Australia and Ethiopia. But 
a different picture emerges when we 
compare Australia today to Australia 
a generation ago. A generation ago 
nobody had a cell phone or a VCR, 
colour television was a novelty and 
people were able to exist without the 
internet or even home computer . 
Increased efficiency has brought us all 
these concempor.ll)· necessities. On the 
other hand, a generation ago a familJ· 
could afford to live on a single ina>me, 
the working week wa forty. going on
thirty five hours, unemployment and
inflation were both steady at abouc 3C'O 
and home mortgages were at an historic 
high of about six and a quarter percent 

Both then and now the average 
family struggled. Now the average 
family struggles to support less than 
t'wo children on two incomes, compared 
co the inefficient families of the 1960s 

By GARRICK SMALL

that had over twice as many children 
and half as many incomes. I think 
that means they had twice as much 
spare time. The average family in 1970 
started out at marriage with a deposit 
on a block of land and back then banks 
required deposits of about 40% of total 
rnlue. The average family today starts 
"ith somewhat less. finding it extremely 
hard w scrape cogether che five or ten 
pen-nit deposit for their home. The one 
thin.,, that � not become cheaper i< 
land. Cker cha, rime the real nJue of 
land has doubled and me � of 
acquiring it has quadrupled_ It seems 
land has avoided the prescripcions of 
efficiency. 

Efficiency demanded that the Post 
Master General's department be broken 
up into Australia Post and Telstra and 

Count your 

blessings 

I
F , o... ca'1 read this
....,essage :,ou _ust received 

a cot.Die b essing in that 
someone was thinking of 
you. and furthermore, you are 
more blessed than over two 
billion people in the world who 
cannot read at all. 
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later that Telstra experience quasi
competition from competit◊rs who 
stiU share much of their infrastructure. 
It demanded that the rail system be 
shattered into an array of public and 
private enterprises all using the same 
tracks. Most other public utilities 
have experienced similar pressures to 
be prodded into our more efficient 
new economic order, which seems to 
have helped our national financial 
,tarns. '\\'e now have bigger, more 
efficiem companie . man�, owned by 
international investors who vote with 
their m\·e-cmenr dollars to upport 
Australia·s profile as a leading efficienc 
economy. 

r ow we have our garbage coUecced 
by efficient private contractors and our 
roads built and operated by efficient 
international construction companies. 
Gone are the bad old days of Council 
workers leaning on their shovels or 
roads departments taking forever to 
build our highways. The new lean and 
efficient private organisations save us 
money by performing public services at 
lower costs. Sometimes they use better 
technology, sometimes they use better 
management and planning, but usually 
they use le labour. By using less 
labour they give u cheaper ervices 
and have enough left over to export 
addicional profilS to parent companies. 
fa-erJ·one appears to win. 

A look at the entrenched 
unemployment levels today indicates 
the success of these efficiency 
techniques. Unemployment is now 
stable at a level cons.iderably higher 
than a generation ago. As an indicator 
of efficiency, living better with a smaller 
relative workforce must be good. Good 
for everyone except the unemployed at 
least. Closer analysis is less convincing. 
By multiplying unemployment in 
Auscralia, we have covertly crippled the 
society's purchasing power. Eventually 
that will lead to reduced economic 
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activity and further unemployment 
Unemployed people will need 

cheaper goods and services, which 
will lead to more efficiency and more 
unemployment. This is not a spiral to 
be encouraged, especially when its 
solution also includes rolling up even 
more private profits to leak out of the 
country and hence out of range of 
creating any domestic demand growth. 
If work bas any value beyond being 
just a cost for employers to avoid, 
then our high unemployment levels 
mean something more sinister for the 
community, a fact that appears to be 
invisible to economic science. 

The council worker leaning on his 
shovel at least represented an Australian 
wage earner who would spend most 
of his income within the Australian 
economy. He also represented 
additional capacity that was available 
if required. Having extra capacity i 
extremely useful in human societ)'· 
as it means less stress and greater 
ability to respond to the unexpected. 
If the power upply yscems of ?\ew 
Zealand or Victoria had had modest 
excess capacity, the devastating failures 
of those systems would have been 
avoided. They were coo efficient for 
that. Similar failures have happened 
in other countries, usually associated 
with private generation systems. The 
Australian public sector once had 
considerable excess capacity. This 
meant that Telstra linesmen had the 
extra time to explain how to use 
telephone gadgets to little old ladies or 
to train apprentices better. A generation 
ago most public authorities provided 
the best workplace training in the 
country, whether it was accountants 
with the Australian Taxation Office, or 
land surveyors with Lands Department. 

Training and education have also 
been directly affected by the efficiency 
drive. Students once strolled the 
lawns of universities to contemplate 
the contemporary significance of 
classical history and the liberal arts. 
Somehow they went on to be effective 
CEOs of major organisations. This 
leisured approach co education has 
been replaced by business studies 
programmes and efficient timetables 
squeeze the full time week into two or 
three intense days so students can use 
the rest of the week to work, or squeeze 
18 months of class into 12, so they can 

be out in the workforce being efficient 

sooner. 
Technical education has parriaUy 

reversed eh.is trend with more technical 
courses being run full time. so smdems 

do not get underfoot in industry 

before they have sufficient sl.ills to be 

efficienL Xurses no longer learn their 

craft from the bonom up in hospital 
they now study full time at university 
co be more efficient when chey hie 
the wards. As a result an entire new 

underclass of enrolled nurses has beei:. 
created to do traditional nursing, while 
graduate nurses compete with docto� 
The activities both these classes oi 
nurses appropriate from the highe::
occupational level are done at less 
cost to employers, though the saving; 
seldom reach the wider community. 

Efficiency has also hit the weekend. 
Once. Saturday afternoon was for 
football and cutting the lawn. Now 
it is for shopping and housework. 

o is unday. A leisured weekend is
an extinct species for most ordinary 
Au rralians with two incomes and no 
rime. The weekend recreations that now 
are being promoted are efficient, usually 
expensive, social interactions. Gone 
is playing in che backyard with your 
kids. Backyards are bits of land you 
ba,·e co waste time maintaining, when 
developers can more efficiently use 
chem to build apartment blocks. Having 
children is expensive and distracts 
couples from gainful employment. 
The contraceptive mentality is more 
efficient. 

Many newer parts of our cities are 
now dominated by dwellings and 

A Prayer for his younger 

brother Caesarius 

T
AKE to yourself, now, I pray you, our 

brother Caesarius. the forerunner of us who remain. 

Take us also to yourself in your own good time, 

once our allotted span of life has been completed. 

May the fear of the Lord make us prepared 

and yet unperturbed, so that at our death 

we shall not be drawing back and loath to depart, 

not dragged and torn from this life 

as men enthralled by the world and the flesh, 

but rather going out readily and willingly 

to the life of eternal happiness in Christ Jesus 

our Lord, to whom be glory for ever and ever. 

Amen. 

- St Gregory Nazianzen, [329-389 AO] Or. 7, 23-24. From :he qoman Breviary, the Second 

Reading at Matins, Friday in Week 31 of the Year. Caesarius was a physician. He died in 369 

AD. The above prayer is taken from the panegyric preached at his funeral by his brother Gregory. 

Caesarius is venerated as a saint in the West on February 25. 
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recreational � chn are 
oriented ro�·a.rds people wim linle 
time bur some speDmllc money. It 
is a lot more ei5ciem: efficiem u e of 
our a.me. efficient profus for bars and 
gyms. efticiaa ::se of our land. In the 
U A �omc ap.!It:Dlencs now are built 
wuhom }m:ben. or laundries, giving an 
jp,fv-zriou <>f bow much more efficient. 
oar core dwellings can become when 
a,,ru;mg and washing are outsourced. 

In this quest for efficiency, something 
very human about human life has been 
forgotten. Leisure is no longer sought 
for its creative potential, but regarded 
as a waste of time to be avoided. Life 
itself is now modelled on business, that 
is, hwy-ness. There is no accident in the 
construction of the word business or its 
relationship to negotiation which comes 
from Latin meaning 'no leisure' and is 
an apt description of both the business 
mentality and the society it produces. 
Machines have no leisure, nor do slaves. 
Machines and slaves are efficient, as are 
families to whom you don't have to pay 
enough for !.hem to afford a backyard 
or a family. 

All the while land price: ri...-e making 
us wealthy as if by magic. (her £'\·o 
centuries ago, Adam .::mith �- behind 
the magic of land prices when he

wrote that e,·ery impro¥ement in me 
circumstances of society eventually 
found its way into land prices. Every 
productivity increase, every efficiency, 
every bit of cost cutting, extra busy
ness and every negotiation eventually 
pushes up the price of land. When our 
homes appreciate in value, we celebrate 
our rising fortunes, but few realise that 
they rise because of the efficiencies in 
the rest of our life - efficiencies that 
ultimately deprive us of leisure and 
human experiences. 

And ri ing property prices mean 
hardship for the nen generation, who 
have co borrow ever more co pay the 
capiral iain of the outgoing owners. 
Consequently, efficiency does not 
always mean falling� cenainly not 
for land, but often not for other things 
as well. To afford mose higher land 
prices, the other players in the economy

cannot afford to sell cheir products

for less, rather they have t0 be more 
profitable. That means dri,ing more 
of a gap between selling price and the

coses associated with bringing good

to market. Therefore efficiency is really 

A letter to 
God 

DEAR God, You don't have
to worry about me. I always 

look both ways. Dean. 

about keeping prices as high as possible 
while cutting costs, costs which are 
ultimately paid for out of the quality of 
life of producers and their employees. 
William Cobbett recognised this and 
exhorted the virtues of cheapness to the 
English about a century after Smith. 
Cobbett could see chat rising prices 
ultimacel�- hurc everyone, despite 
appearing co benefit the indmdual. If 
all prices. eTeo , ;a� are held Imo· then 

leisure and family become affordable as 
weU. 

There is something deLightful about 
country lanes compared to freeways, 
and slowing down to play with the 
children rather than working late for 
the boss. St. Francis of Assisi recognised 
the peace and joy that comes from 
having less. His life was a radical 
imitation of the gospel and he could 
see that possessions often possess us. 
By having less, we often have more of 
what really matters. Economics earned 
its title, the dismal science, as a result 
of misunderstanding that very human 
paradox. 

By hailing efficiency as the master 
virtue for public life, we may have really 
enthroned a harsh and dehumanising 
tyrant, one which Adam Smith believed 
drove all human action and which he 
named se!f interesL Despite the promises 
of the dismal science, the little poor 
man of Assisi may have had the 

� upper hand in understanding 
true economics. · 

DR CARRJCK s!,!All is a property economis1 and an
Associate Head a1 1he {;niversity of Technology

ydney·, School of Construaion, Propeny and 
Proj«t �rlllt"DL He has an intettSl in the 

-riaoouship benrem prop,ny aid sociely. 

The cooling of Miss Helen 
Williams' taste for Revolution 
' I SAW twenty peasant girls from Pono .... re ates a- e: e,\ :--es.s :::: a -:, ::; ea:

scene in the Conciergerie, 'all of whom were :c :::e exe:::_ :e� ::::ge:...,er. 
Overcome by the fatigue of their long journey. they lay , ... :"e :;o_ --:-, a•::: of 
the Conciergerie, sleeping on the paving stones. Their glances :,e:'a}eC 
no understanding of the fate that awaited them, resembling those of oxen 
herded together in the market place. They stared fixedly about them withoUi 
comprehension. They were all guillotined a few days after their arrival. At 
the moment these unhappy women were going to their deaths, a guard 
took from the breast of one of them the baby that she was nursing ... ' 

It is perhaps of parenthetic interest that someone named Helen 

Maria Williams confirms the story about the twenty peasant women from 
Poitou. Miss Williams was one of several English Liberals who, thrilled 

by the Revolution, hastened to Paris to be on the scene of great events. 
She applauded Danton's coup d'etat of August 10 with a snowstorm of 

enthusiastic letters home to England. After the September Massacres, 

however, her enthusiasm began to wane. With Robespierre's ascendancy 

in the Committee, she was thrown into prison (all persons of English or 

foreign origin being declared 'suspect'), where she began to experience 

herself some of the anguish that, in her transports of sentimental altruism, 

she had so callously overlooked in the fate of others. From that moment 

f,liss Williams's revolutionary ardor is said to have 'considerably cooled.' 
- S:.anley Loomis, Paris in the Terror, June 1793-July 1794, Lippincott, Philadelphia and New 

York, 1964, pp. 239. 
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PARENTAL DUTY OF CARE 

B!J SUSAN REIBEL MOORE 

--------i HA KS largely to John Hirst's quarterly essay on the Austral.ian Family 
Law court, Kangaroo Court: Family Law in Australfa, recent public 
attention has been drawn to disturbing features of the history of Family 
Law: especially, the issue of parental access to the children of a failed 
marriage. 

An equally important legal issue, wbich has received little public 
-��.....s�a.:.a attention, is the meaning of the term Duty of Care, applied to parents' 
re ponsibilities for children. 

In the Australian Family Law Act of 1975, a child is considered fully adult at the age of 
16. What thi means is that the adolescent children of broken familie , at one of the most
emotionally vulnerable periods in their young lives, have no legal redress if one or both of
their parents abandons them.

In intact families, as we all know. adole cence impo es large scresses in the home. These 
stresses are financial as well as emotional and moral Ac no other period in the life of a 
family are possessions, linked with future options, more costly. Obvious expenses for 16-
year-old children include clothing for extra-curricular school activities and job interviews, 
transportation to and from home, and an array of educational resources including HSC 
text-related aids and home computers. 

Additional stresses are linked with decisions about the future. Obvious tough decisions 
faced by children of 16 include which subjects to study, whether to secure part-time 
work to help defray prospective vocational costs, how tO respond t0 peer pressure, how to 
become more independent of parents without creating severe familial upheaval, and how 
to handle relationships - especially, sexual ones. In stable homes, joint parental guidance 
makes it much easier for youngsters to cope; but even the� cress is unavoidable. 

For 16-year-olds who face family break-up in addition co these other large issues. daily 
life can easily become unmanageable - pan:ico.larly if one or botb of their parents decides 
to ace on the Family Law Aa by foregoing all Duty of Care. 

We know from countless studies of familr life that in me mes of adolescents who have 
suffered divorce, the incidence of sub ranee abu_e.. crime., and poor school performance 
is significantly higher than it is for 16-year-old who liYe in imact homes. In the case of 
children whose parents forsake the Duey of Care, the scenario is ml\'Ol"Se. Yet the Family 
Law Act has not changed to accommodate well-known research coodusions-

Devoted fathers and mothers normally take it for granted that cheir Duty of Care 
does not end when their progeny reach the age of 16. Even when children are adult 
and independent - typically, when they are in their 20s - concerned parencs normally 
help them in key areas of daily life. Many provide loans for cars, housing, and vocational 
expenses related to vocational course work (materials required for TA.FE, for example). An 
even larger number offer free or inexpensive room and board at the family home. 

Why, then, has there been relative public silence about the Family law Ace· dubious 
assumption about when adulthood begins? Are there really Australians today who think, 
a Lionel Murphy did 40 years ago, that the legal Duty of Care of a wi e parent should 
legitimately end when a child is only 16? 
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THE AFTERLIFE 

Angels at the Marriage Feast of Cana 

OOD 1 ews presses, 
lately under the 
capable leadership 
ofMaximilian Kolbe, 
w e r e  c h u r n i n g  
o u t  thous a n d s
upon thousand of

posters. As soon as they came off the 
press, still wet as it were, they were 
snatched up by eager angels who Hew 
them to the funhest en<h and corners 
of the unrrerse

Some of the angels advertised their 
wares with loud and penetrating voices. 
It was rumoured that they had had 
their basic training from some of the 
fishmongers, amongst the saints. 'The 
latest Good I ews' they cried. 'Get your 
copy! Peter's Catch! ow available! All 
fishermen to the hall behind the Sixrine 
Chapel! Before ten o'clock!' Heaven 
being heaven and no disobedience 

WHAT A CATCH! 

By ]AMES MUHilEX, _.fJDf

T
HESE whimseys of Father James 
Muhren offer a refeshingly Catholic 

perspective on heavenly life. We may 
find theology with a dash of humour, 
a s  well a s  generous servings of 
fa ith, hope and charity - al l  the while 
drawing on the priceless treasury of 
Catholic tradition and imagination. Ed.
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anywhere and eagerness to please, 
eTerywhere, fishermen of all ages and 
countries, dressed in their traditional 
finery, were seen to be flocking to the 
hall. Every d ialect of the world was 
heard and if you sniffed carefulJy, you 
could smell a peculiar fishy perfume 
here and there. 

In the great halJ it was pandemonium. 
The angels could hardly believe that 
humans could raise such a level of noise. 
Some angels even looked for hidden 
loudspeakers and microphones. But it 
was not to last long. A mighty flutter of 
wings was heard and down came gliding 
from above near the throne of the 
Almighty the huge Archangel Piscator. 
His voice bellowed over the crowd. 
'Let tbe nets be ready!' Amazingly from 
a]] corners trolleys came gliding along 
loaded with the finest of the finest 
fishing nets, nets such as fishermen 
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ANNALS CROSSWORD No. 38 

ACROSS CLUES 
I. Pure; decent; modest (6) 
4 .  Division of a group into opposing

factions (6) 
9. Envy, lust, anger etc. (5,6,4)

10. Fattier-in-law of Moses (6) 
11. Felt contrition for (8) 
12 .  Emphasised; suffering mental tension
14. illowing travel in one direction only

(3,3) 
15. Cleansed (6) 
1 8 .  Book of the Old Testament (8) 
2 I. In accordance with what i s  proper and

just (8) 
22. A relicious house (6) 
24. Seventh da,· after the Ascension of the

L-Ord imo lieaven (9,6) 
25. To pass by (of time) (6) 
26. Saint; .K.i.rig of ·orrlu.unbria; surname

of the presumed assas..qn of President
Kenneay (6) 

DOWN CLUES 
I. Merciful; Pope (first co take this 

name) and Saint (feast day Nov 23)
(7) 

2. first letter of the Hebrew alphabet 
(5) 3. Monotonous (7) 

5. Nymph who detained Odysseus on 
the island of Ogygia for seven years
(in Homer's Odyssey); type of West
Indian dance (7) 

throughout the ages had used for their 
trade. Piscator continued: 'Remember 
the words of the blessed Lord: Let 
the nets down for a catch. Lower them 
overboard in Pecer's lake!' 

The angels hovered over the 
fishermen, as they all, true to tradition, 
made a sign of the cross and said 
the Angelus. The bells of the heaven 
pealed majestically and clear over the 

6. Hypocritical (9) 
7. Former President of African National

Congress and winner of Nobel Peace
Prize (7) 

8. Holy; consecrated (6) 
13. Word used by Jesus to the deaf man,

enabling him to hear (Mark 7:34) 
(9) 

16 . City in Texas; region ruled by 
Lysanias (Luke 3: 1) (7) 

17. Shortcomjngs; blemishes (7) 
18. Nationality of Karol Wojtyla (6) 
19. Fights against; resists strongly (7) 
20. Patron saint of mountaineers (7) 
23. Ancient region of Wesc Central Asia 

-'1inor. colonized by the Greeks (5) 
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lake. The nets went down. Some of the 
more adventurous angels jumped into 
the lake and looked below the surface. 
Miracle of miracles, from everywhere 
fishes came hurrying along, jauntily 
swimming into the nets. 

After only a short while P iscator 
called out his second command: 'Up! 
Up now! Haul Up the nets! Jump to it!' 
And angels and fishermen obeyed with 
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Advice for the 
Shepherds 

L
ET those who teed the sheep of 
Christ love him. not themselves. Let

them feed the sheep as his, not as their
own. 

Those who feed the sheep of Christ
must, above all, be on their guard 
against this vice of self-love lest they
look after their own interests, not those
of Jesus Christ, and put to the service of
their own greed those for whom Christ
shed his blood. 

- St Augustine of Hippo [354-430 AD, 
Treatise on St John, 123,5. From the 

Second Reading at Matins, in the Roman 
Breviary, tor the Feast of St Nicholas of 

Bari, December 6. 

a mighty 'Ah hoy! Ah hoy!' What a catch! 
There they came up, big fishes and 
small fishes of all shapes and colours. 
Heaven being heaven, that was not the 
.last of it. Heaven is for blessed souls 
and not for tasty fishes. Piscator raised 
his voice again and summoned: 'In the 
Lord's name, remember his command: 
"I will make you into fishers of men." 
Show your true faces.' 

·what a transformation is now taking
place! All these dear fishes started to 
smile; the eyes were humanized, the 
snout became a nose and a mouth; 
the fins changed into arms and legs; 
the scales turned inco hair and skin. 
And they all looked up out of their 
nec.s, opened their mouths and started 
to praise the Almighty who had done 
such great things for them. Angels and 
fishermen cook them by their hand and 
:ed them op imo heaven. Soon Peter's 
lake Y,as empl)·. But it would be filled 
time and again till the end, of time. 
Piscator laid hi arm gently round 
the _honlders of the first fisherman 
in Jesus· Dock. ·Come Peter,' he said. 
<'Jbe blessed Yother wants to hear the 
news of 1oda}'·s miraculous catch and 
the salvation of so many from your 
own mouth. You know she is very fond 
of you.' And off they went, arm in arm, 
the great Archangel and the first Head 
of the Church of Je us, Peter. � 
A whole multitude of angels Tir':i
accompanied them. · 

FATHER JAM.ES MUHR£;< is a Mill Hill .t.'lissionary who 
has devoted his life co working among the people 
of Borneo, principally in the Parish of St Mary in 
Sibu. He is now retired and living in Holland. 
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Pope Benedict XVI met his priests of the diocese of Rome on March 2, 
in the Sala di benedizioni, The Hall of Blessings, in the Vatican. 

THE HOLY FATHER 

SPEAKS WITH HIS PRIESTS 

After a greeting by Cardinal Camillo R� tjcar of Rome, the Holy Father 
responded to questions and scacemem� by ten of bis priests, and later 

responded to the interventions of n,�e oilier-. The following is a synopsis 
of ten of the fifteen quesriom anc 2 �n,iarion of the Holy Father's 

responses. Next month AnnG.:.s·.-.w p::-=im: ci::ie remaining five questions. 

The Holy Father: I am going ro !1)P""k !�g:i�;,B.y. fo;- othenvise, if I wait until the end of 
all the interventions, my monolog-... e · ,.;.: �e..."C:11.: �oo Ion;. 

I would first like m expres.s my jo� ai b:?m� he:-::: -�i::h you. dear priests of Rome. It is a true 
joy to see so many gooc. ?a5;:o;-� � .:be !;;.----:.:e I ilie •Gooi -hepherd' here, in the first See 
of Christianity. in the GhtL--6 ·.-.-;:icii ·p:-e..::c� .n cilar:r:· and .::.!llit be a model for other local 
Churches. Thank \1)0 £or ''OU.f se:-.--:ce: . . 

We ha...-e the shining example of father Andrea [rhe Iralian priest killed in Turkey recently 
Ed] who shows us ·what it means to 1Je' a priest t0 the very end: d)ing for Christ during a 
momem of prayer, thereby witnessing on the one hand to the interiority of his own life with 
Christ, and on the other, to his own witness for people at a truly 'panpherical' point in the 
world, surrounded by hatred and the fanaticism of others. It is a witness that inspires everyone 
to follow Christ, to give one's life for others and thus to find Life. 

1st Question: Holy Father, we are meeting you at this Lenten gathering for the first time. 
I want to remember the beloved Servant of God John Paul II. In the words you spoke at his 
funeral I saw a sign of continuity between you and your beloved Predecessor: We can be sure 
that our beloved Pope is standing today at the window of the Father's House, that he sees us 
and blesses us.' This thought inspires a sonnet written in Roman dialect that I have dedicated 
to you: 'A window on high in Heaven.' 

The Holy Father: With regard to the first imerventio� I first of all say a big 'thank 
you' for this marvelous poem! There are also poets and artists in the Church of Rome, in 
the presbyterate of Rome, and I will have the possibilit;· of further meditating upon and 
interiorizing these beautiful words, mindful that this '-..,indow' is always 'open.' Perhaps this 
is an opportunity to recall the fundamental legacy of the greac Pope John Paul II in order to 
continue to increasingly assimilate this legacy. 

Yesterday, we began Lent. Today's liturgy gives us a profound idea of the essential 
significance of Lent: It is a guide for our life. 

It therefore seems to me - I speak with reference to Pope John Paul II - that we should 
insist a little on today's First Reading. Moses' great discourse, on the threshold of the Holy 
Land after the 40-year pilgrimage in the desert, sums up the whole of the Torah, the whole 
of the Law. Here we find the essential. not only for the Jewish people but also for us. This 
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essential is the Word of God: 'I have set 
before you life and death. blessing and curse; 
therefore, choose life' (Deuteronomy 30:19). 

These fundamental words of Lent are also 
the fundamental words of the legacy of our 
great Pope John Paul II: 'choose life; This is 
our priestly vocation: to choose life ourselves 
and to help others to choose life. It is a matter 
of renewing in Lent our own, so to speak, 
'fundamental option,' the option for life. 

But the question immediately arises: How 
can we choose life, how should we do this? 
Reflecting upon this, I remembered that the 
great defection from Christianity which has 
occurred in the West in the past 100 years was 
precisely in the name of the option for life. It 
was said - I am thinking of iecz~che bn� 
also of so many others - that Chri ciani::;· 
is an option opposed to life. With the Crc�s. 
with all the Commandments, with all the no5· 
that it proposes to us, some have said that it 
closes the door to life. 

But we, we want to have life and we 
choose, we opt, ultimately, for life, freeing 
ourselves by the Cross, freeing ourselves by 
all these Commandments, by all these 'nos.' 
We want to have life in abundance, nothing 
but life. 

Here, the words of today's Gospel 
immediately come to mind: 'Whoever would 
save his life will lose it; and whoever loses his 
life for my sake, he will save it' (Luke 9:24). 
This is the paradox we must first be aware of 
in opting for life. It is not by arrogating life 
to ourselves but only by giving life, not by 
having life and holding on to it but by giving 
it, that we can find it. This is the ultimate 
meaning of the Cross: not to seek life for 
oneself, but to give one's own life. 

Thu , the ew and Old Testaments 
go together. In the First Reading from 
Deuteronomy God's response is: 'I command 
you this day, by loving the Lord your God, 
by walking in his ways, and by keeping his 

commandments and his statutes and his 
ordinances, then you shall live' (Deuteronomy 
30: 16). At first sight we may not like this, 
but it is the way: the option for life and the 
option for God a.re identical. The Lord says 
so in St. John' Gospel: 'This is eternal life, 
that they know you' (John 17:3). 

Human life i a relationship. It is only in a 
relationship. and not closed in on ourselves, 
that we can ha,·e life. And the fundamental 
relariomhip i- the relationship with the 
Greawr. o; e:Se other relations are fragile. 
Hence. I� :5 csemial to choose God. A world 
emp�- �-;' Goe.. a world that has forgotten 
Goe. lo,,-eI lli"e wd relapses into a culture of 
ce-2-:.::i.. 

Choo� -!'\g- lifo. ranng the option for life, 
�--:e:-e.: ;e.. ,;e"n� i:::t and foremost choosing 
�e (),?.ion of a refacionsbjp with God. 
::: · ::: -:; ·• e <;. .... eEio!l immediately arises: 
,,-::::: , - - Coe? Here,_ once again, the 
Go5?::- �-� � i"icii the God who showed 
m h:_, :""2= □ Gi;-=-- die God who overcame 
ham:c G:: �= C;_.,-� rh2r i , in love to the 
ver:' enc. Th....:.. �- 600 ing this God, we 
choo5e li::"::-_ 

Pope Jo�--:::: �.:cl II s-2,-e us the great 
encvclica] ·r:-;-:;n_elimn \!u?.e.' In it we can 

✓ -

clearly see - .:.: i➔ � ii · · ere. a portrait of 
the problems �� =�i�fi culrure, hopes and 
dangers - that z E�eg" whlcb forgets God, 
excludes God. :1::-t:� m o;_-der to have life,

. . . 
falls into a culn.i..""'e o.;. <:�""0. 

Precisely in orce;: m have life, a 'no' is 
said to the child, ":>ecause it takes some 
part of my life a,,·2.:, ;r-om me; a 'no' is said 
to the future, in order co have the whole of 
the present; a ·no· is s2id co unborn life as 
well as to suffering life rhat is approaching 
death. What seems t0 be a culture of 
life becomes the anti-culture of death, 
where God is absent. where that God who 
does not ordain hatred but overcomes 
hatred is absent. Here we truly opt for life. 
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Consequently, everything is connected: the 
deepest option for the Crucified Christ with 
the most complete option for life, from the 
very first moment until the very last. 

To me this also seems in some way the 
nucleus of our pastoral care: to help people 
make the true choice for life, to renew their 
relationship with God as the relationship 
which gives us life and shows us the way co 
life. And thus, to love Christ anew, who from 
being the most unknown Being whom we 
did not reach and who remained enigmatic, 

became a known God, a God wich a human 
face, a God who is love. 

Let us keep this fundamental point for life 
before us and consider that chis program 
contains the whole Gospel, the Old and 
the New Testaments, that center on Christ. 
Lent should be for us a time to renew our 
knowledge of God, our friendship with Jesus, 
to be able to guide others in a convincing 
way to opt for life, which is above all the 
option for God. It must be clear to us that in 
choosing Christ, we have not chosen to deny 
life, bur have really chosen life in abundance. 

The Chri tian option i_ ha ically very 
simple: It is the opcior. co say ·ye�' ro life. 
But this •yes' onlr takes place ',·,iili 2 God 
who is known, with a God ,,·ich a .nm::�_a.n 
face. It takes place by following this Goci ir. 
the communion of love. What I have said 
so far is intended as a way of renewing our 
remembrance of the great Pope John Paul II. 

2nd Question: As a parish priest, I ask you 
for a few words of joyful encouragement for 
mothers. In memory of our mothers, Your 
Holiness, for their faith and spiritual strength 
that can be seen in the human and Christian 
upbringing that chey gave to us, help us 
talk to the mothers of all che boys and girls 
who attend catechism classes and are often 
distracted. Say a few words that we can pass 
on to them, saying: 'This is what the Pope 
says t0 you? 

The Holy Father: We come to the 
second intervention, which was so nice, 
about mothers. I would say that I cannot 
communicate important programs just now, 
word that you could say to mothers. Simply 
tell them: The Pope thanks you! He thanks 
:·ou beca.u e you have given life, because you 
'\\·am to help this life that is developing and 
thereby m build a human world, contributing 
to a human furore. 

And it i nor only by giving biological life 
tbar �-ou do so, but by communicating the 
hean of life, making_ Jesus known. introducing 
your children to knowledge of Jesus and 
friendship with Jesus. This is the foundation 
of every catechesis. 

Therefore, one must thank mothers above 
all because they have had the courage to give 
life. And we must ask mothers to complete 
their gift by giving friendship with Jesus. 

3rd Question: The Blessed Sacrament is 
exposed for adoration 24 hours a day in St. 
Anastasia [Parish] on the Palatine. The faithful 
take turns in making perpetual adoration. My 
suggestion is that there should be perpetual 
adoration of the Eucl1arist in each one of the 
fiye secrors of the Diocese of Rome. 

The Hoh· Farher: The third intervention 
'., ao lF ilie recror of c. Anasr:asia's Church. 
lie�e- pe,iE?� : can Ea:· in parencheses that 
the Cr:.L"Cil G;. 3L- .-\nasrasia ,\·a already dear 
t0 me e'-"c::? '::>efo:e l sa,,· it becau-e it was the 

titular churcb o: ou_;- Cardinal de f aulhaber. 
He ah\·a� - ler m kno-i;, char he had a church in 
Rome, r. _.\na,,---rasia' . We always met with this 
communir:· for the econd Mass of Christmas, 
dedicated co the 'statio' of St. Anastasia. 

Historians say that it was at St. Anastasia's 
that the Pope had to visit the Byzantine 
governor and that it was there that he had his 
seat. The church also reminds us of the saint, 
and hence, of the 'Anastasis; At Christmas we 
also think of the Resurrection. 

I did not know and I am glad to have been 
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told about it, that the church is now a place of 

'perpetual adoration'; thus, it is a focal point 
in Rome of the life of faith. I confidently 
place in the hands of the cardinal vicar this 

proposal to create five places of perpetual 
adoration in the five sectors of the Diocese of 
Rome. 

I only want to say: Thanks be to God that 
after the Council, after a period in which 
the sense of Eucharistic adoration was 
somewhat lacking, the joy of this adoration 
was reborn everywhere in the Church, as we 
saw and heard at the Synod on the Eucharist. 
Of course, the conciliar constitution on the 
liturgy enabled us to discover to the full rhe 
riches of the Eucharist in which che Loro·s 
testament is accomplished: He gi'-eE �el.: 
to us and we respond by giYinf our5e:"eE t0 
him. 

We have now rediscovered. ho,,·e,·er, that 
without adoration 2� an ace consequent 
to Communion rece1n!tl. dti center which 
the Lord ga,·e lO lli. �ar: ·-. die po ihility 
of celebrating his s2c.-iiice anci thu of 
entering into a sacramema:, �sr corporeal 
communion ,,ith him. loses i-rs c:epciJ. 2.£ ·.,;ell 

as its human richness. 
Adoration means entering the depths of 

our hearts in communion with the Lord, ,,·ho 
makes himself bodily present in the Eucharist. 
In the monstrance, he always entrusts himself 
to us and asks us to be united with his 
Presence, with his risen Body. 

4th Question: You are a 'teacher' who 
guides thought in a 'fully human' faith. We 
never fail to be moved by your words, by 
the harmony in which each point finds its 
mark, in lively synthesis, especially in a time 
as fragmented as ours. How can we help lay 
people grasp this synthesis of harmony, this 
catholicity of faith? 

The Holy Father: We now come to the 
fourth question. If I have understood it 
correctly, but I am not sure if I have, it was: 

'How do we acquire a living faith, a truly 
Catholic faith, a faith that is practical, lively 
and effective?' 

Faith, ulcimacely, is a gift. Consequently, 
the firt condicion is to let ourselves be 
given something, not to be self-sufficient 
or do eYe�ming by ourselves - because 
we cannot - hue ro open ourselves in the 
awaren�s cliar the Lord truly gives. 

Ir seem.; ro me that this gesture of openness 
is also .he i:h�� gesrure of prayer: being open 
ro the :.o.ci.·� presence and to his gift. This is 
aha ci:ie i�--r �.::ep in receiving something that 
,··e do nor ila,e. d:iac we cannot have with the 
i.;J�30.:1 c: a�g it all on our own. 

-i::\·e .::a�s� make r.h.i ge rnre of openness, 
o: n:-a,·e!' - give me faith, Lord! - with 

. . ..., 
ocr \•:n.ole bein�. "\\'e must enter into this._, 
\dllingne�s ro accept the gift and let ourselves, 
our thoughts, our affections and our will, be 
completely immersed in this gift. 

Here, I think it is very important to stress 
one essential point: No one believes purely 

on hi own. We always believe in and with 
the Chw-ch. The Creed is always a shared act, 
it mean letting ourselves be incorporated 
inro a co.::nmunion of progress, life, words 
anrl ��gh4-

\\ ·e do nor ·naye' fuith, in the sense that it is 
primarily God ,\·ho gi':es it t0 us. Nor do we 
'have' it either, in the sense that it must not be 

invented by us. ·we mus� lee ourselves fall, so 
to speak, into the communion of faith, of the 
Church. Believirnr js in icself a Catholic act. It ..... 

is participation in this great certainty, which is 
present in the Church as a living subject. 

Only in this wa)· can we also understand 
sacred Scripture in the diversity of an 

interpretation that develops for thousands 
of years. It is a cripture because it is 
an element, an expression of the unique 
subject - the People of God - which on 
its pilgrimage is always the same subject. Of 
course, it is a subject that does not speak of 
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itself, but is created by God - the classical the honor of the altars. 
expression is 'inspired' - a subject that 
receives, then translates and communicates 
this word. This synergy is very important 

We know that, according to the Islamic 
faith, the Koran is a word given verbally by 
God without human mediation. The Prophec 
is not involved. He only wrote it down and 
passed it on; it is the pure Word of God. 

Whereas for us, God enters imo 
communion with us, he allo,-;s us .:o 
cooperate, he creates this subjecr and t.:J. �h; � 
subject his word grows and deYe:op�. Tn.i3 

human part is es em:ial and al.£0 gi-e.s us the 
possibility of seeing how che individual ,,·ords 
really become God's Word only in the unity 
of Scripture as a whole, in the living subject 
of the People of God. 

Therefore, the first element is the gift of 
God; the second is the sharing in faith of the 

pilgrim people, the communication in the 
holy Church, which for her part receives the 
Word of God which is the Body of Christ, 
brought to life by the living Word, the divine 
Logos. 

Day after day, we must deepen our 
communion with the holy Church and thus, 
with the Word of God. They are not two 
opposite things, so that I can say: I am pro
Church or I am pro-God' Word. Only when 

we are united in the Church. do we belong 
to the Church. do ·,•:e oecome memhers of 

the Church, do -we lj-,;e 07 ciie �-'oi"tl c: Goe. 
which is the life-giYing force- c: ±e Ch':!..-ca.. 
And those who live by the Word o: God c.a:1 
only live it because it is aliYe and ,ira: in_ ilie 
living Church. 

5th Question: Eugenio Pacelli ,,·as born 
in Rome on March 2, 1876, and on �larch 2. 
1939, was elected Pope and took the name 
of Pius XII. This great Pope is shrouded in 
silence, and we are deeply indebted to this 
Pontiff, who also had great love for Germany. 
We all truly hope he will soon be raised to 

The Holy Father: The fifth intervention 
was on Pius XII. Thank you for your 
intervention. He was the Pope of my youth. 
"We all Yenerated him. As was rightly said, 
he deeply loved the German people; he also 
defended them in the great catastrophe after 
rhe war. And I must add that before he was 
nuncio in Berlin he was nuncio in Munich, 
because at the outset there was no papal 
repre.semation in Berlin. He was also really 
do.se ro as. 

Thi.s seems ro me che opportunity to 
expre.s gratirude t0 all che great Popes of the 
last century. The cenrury began "ith St. Pius 
X, then Benedict XV, Pius XI, Pius XII, John 
XXIIL Paul VI, John Paul I, John Paul II. 

I believe that this is a special gift in such 
a difficult century with two World Wars and 
two destructive ideologies: fascism-Nazism 
and Communism. It was in this very century, 
which was opposed to the faith of the Church, 
that the Lord gave us a series of great Popes, 
hence, a spiritual inheritance that I would 
say historically strengthened the truth of the 
primacy of the Successor of Peter. 

6th Question: The Diocese of Rome is 

seeking the best way and a new approach 
to respond to the needs of today's families. 
Families must be given fresh vitality, they 

must be made the subject rather chan the 
object of pasroral care. In our rime, the family 
� .:.�renec bv relativism and indifference. 
Pa:en� enzazed couples and children must 

"'-

be c.Es:srec ,,·i.:h carechesis and continuous 
guidance: me:� need priests expert in 
i:i..:,"12nir;· who understand peoples' needs. 
�farried couples must be encouraged to 
revi,·e the grace of the sacraments. 

The Holy Father: The next intervention 
dedicated to the family was made by the 
parish priest of St. Sylvia. Here, I cannot 
but fully agree. Furthermore, during the 'ad 
limina' visits I always speak to bishops about 
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the family, threatened throughout the world 

in various ways. 
The family is threatened in Africa because 

it is difficult to find the way from 'traditional 
marriage' to 'religious marriage; because 
there is a fear of finality. 

Whereas in the West the fear of the child 
is caused by the fear of losing some part of 
life, in Africa it is the opposite. Until it is 
certain that the wife will also bear children, 
no one dares to enter marriage definitively. 
Therefore, the number of religious marriages 
remains relatively small, and even many 
'good' Christians with an excellent desire co 
be Christians do not take this final step. 

Marriage is also threatened in Lacin 
America, for other reasons, and is bac::, 
threatened, as we know, in the West. So ic :u 
all the more necessary for us as Church co 
help families, which are the fundamema! cell 
of every healthy society. 

Only in families, therefore. E i.: ?<}i-::ID e 
to create a communion of c:ener.:..:ionE :n ..... 

which the memor:' of che ?�• .'.::·:-es on m the 
present and is O!Jen .:c ..i:::.e fmure. Thus, life 
truly continues and p�es. Real progress 
is impossible Kithom rhi, continuity of life, 
and once again, it is impostible without the 
religious element. Withour rru r in God, 
without trust in Christ who in addition gives 
us the ability to believe and to live, the family 
cannot survive. 

We see this today. Only faith in Christ and 
only sharing the faith of the Church saves 
the family; and on the other hand, only if the 
family is saved can the Church also survive. 
For the time being, I do not have an effective 
recipe for this, but it seems to me that we 
should always bear it in mind. 

We must therefore do all that favors the 
family: family circles, family catechesis, and 
we must teach prayer in the family. This 
seems to me to be very important: Wherever 
people pray together, the Lord makes himself 

present wir:h that power which can also 
dissolve 'sclerosis' of the heart, that hardness 
of hearr: which. according to the Lord, is the 
real reason fo_; cfr:-orce. 

Nothi□E' else. only the Lord's presence, 
helps cs i.O u-2:· .relive what the Creator 
wanted a.- ci:te o;;.::--e:. and which the Redeemer 
rene,,·ec. -:-cZci:i ?;>:::::,:ily prayer and thus invite 
people .:op,_; i;:h die Church and then seek 
all .::he c-21::..< � .?J -

:-th Que!etio;i; Hearing of a mother and 
so�e · .. -=� -eli�ou who have helped 
o::c��� � .:; .,_ critls prompts me to ask: 
,,;:·· :-:: ii � · \\'"Oillen al o have a hand 
i.a �m =· · _ · e Church? Women often 
�-=---� � - G1'2:,-. :;zFa...Z.:::::·- ,,.;tb prayer, or on 
?. p:-""-;:� ecl E:e �i". Gadierioe of Siena, 
·· ::� �-�<:!ce: ..;ie :?O_?e3. rerurn t0 Rome. It
·.,-�::: ::::c :-:~ :..� �c ?:amore the role of women
ia ...::.-:..:� · · ... �., :_oo. since their viewpoint,
· 1:.....:. �S c_:...;_:e.:-en: from char: of men, could
:.e1:i :i:-;.e� in decision-makin0cr. ,. . 

The Holy Father: I now reply to the 
parochial vicar of St. Jerome's - I see that he 
is still very young - who tells us how much 
women do in the Church and for priests 
themselves. 

I can stress that in the First Canon, the 
Roman Canon, the special prayer for priests: 
'Nobis quoque peccatoribuS: always makes a 
deep impression on me. Here, in this realistic 
humility of priests, preci el:' as sinners, we 
pray to the Lord to help us r:o be his servants. 
In this prayer for the priest, precisely only 
in this prayer, seven K0men appear who 
surround the priest. The:, show themselves 
to be the believing women who help us on 
our way. Each one of us has cerr:ainly had this 
experience. 

Thus, the Church ha· a great debt of 
gratitude to women. And you have correctly 
emphasized that at a charismatic level, 
women do so much, 1 would dare to say, for 
the government of the Church, starting with 
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women religious, with the sisters of the great 
Fathers of the Church such as St. Ambrose, to 

the great women of the Middle Ages - St. 
Hildegard, St. Catherine of Siena, then St. 
Teresa of Avila - and lastly, Mother Teresa. 
I would say that this charismatic sector is 
undoubtedly distinguished by the ministerial 

sector in the strict sense of the term, but 
it is a true and deep participation in the 
government of the Church. 

How could we imagine the government of 
the Church without this contribution,, which 
sometimes becomes very visible, uch as 
when St. Hildegard criticized the bishop or 
when St. Bridget offered recommendation 
and St. Catherine of iena obtained the 
return of the popes to Rome? It has always 
been a crucial factor without which the 
Church cannot survive. 

However, you rightly say: We also want to 
see women more visibly in the government of 

the Church. We can say that the issue is this: 
The priestly ministry of the Lord, as we know, 
is reserved to men, since the priestly ministry 

is government in the deep sense, which, in 
short, means it is the sacrament [ of orders] 

that governs the Church. 
This is the crucial point. It is not the man 

who does something. but the priest governs, 

faithful to his mis ion,, in the ense that it is 
the sacrament. char L. through the sacrament 

it is Christ himself ,,·ho gr>'"e."";13, born through 
the Eucharist and in che odie:r ,zcramem�. 
and thus Christ always presides 

However, it is right co ask .._,-be,lier iii 
ministerial service - despite the fao: mar 
here sacrament and charism are the D\°O ,,2-.;-s

in which the Church fulfils herself - it micln 
'-' 

be possible to make more room, to giYe more 
offices of responsibility to women. 

8th Question: I am responsible for the 
rehabilitation of the victims of religious 

sects. I am grateful to you, Your Holiness, 
for your frequent denunciation of the harm 

they cause. Many simple people are unable 
to discover their tricks without help, like 
unfortunate travelers on the infamous road 
from Jerusalem to Jericho. Your Holiness, do 

you not think it is urgently necessary today 
to train Good Samaritans? Would not such 
preparation be good in the seminaries and 
in pecific courses held at the university level 
and in the permanent formation of the clergy 

responsible for the care of souls? 
Toe Holy Father: I did not quite 

under�tand the words of the eighth 
inteITemion. I more or less understood that 
coday, 1rnmanicy' on the way from Jerusalem 

co Jericho falls among robbers. The Good 
Samaritan offers assistance with the Lord's 
mercy. 

We can only emphasize that in the end, it 
is man who fell and who falls again and again 

into the hands of robbers, and it is Christ 
who heals us. We must and can help him, 
both in the service of love and in the service 

of faith, which is also a ministry of love. 
9th Question: The feast of the holy patrons 

of my parish, the Holy Martyrs of Uganda, is 
celebrated on June 3. I praise God for this 
pastoral experience. May more people join in 
prayer in and for Africa. 

The Holy Father: Then, the Martyrs of 
Uganda. Thank you for your contribution. 

You remind u of the African concinent, which 
is the greac hope of the Church. 

In recent mooch~ I have received the 
mzjorie; c� tlie _lirican bishop on their 
·2d 1i:r-:n2· ,·isi£S. I found it very edifying
and comfoning co ee bishops of a high
rheological and cultural standard. They are
zez1ous bishops, truly enlivened by the joy
of faith. We know that this Church is in good
hand • but that she still suffers because the

nations are not yet formed.
In Europe it was precisely through 

Christianity that, in addition to the ethnic 

groups that existed, the great bodies of 
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nations, the great languages ,,·ere :o,mec. 
and thus communion of cultures and p:2. .. ec:, 

of peace, although later, these great areas c:· 
peace, in opposition to one another, created 
a new sort of war that had previously not 
existed. 

However, in many parts of Africa we still 
have this situation where there are above all 
dominant ethnic groups. The colonial power 
then imposed boundaries within which 
nations now have to develop. 

But there is still the difficulty of finding 

oneself in a great mass and of disco,·ering, 
in addition to the ethnic groups, the unity 
of democratic government as well as the 
possibility of opposing forms of colonia1 
abuse that continue. Africa still continues to 
be the object of abuse by the great powers 

and many conflicts would not have taken this 
form if the interests of these great powers had 
not been behind them. 

Thus, I have also seen how, in all this 
confusion, the Church with her Catholic unity 
is the great factor that unites in dispersion. 
In many situations, especially now, after 
the great war in the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo, the Church has remained 
the one reality which functions and makes 
life continue, which provides the necessary 
assistance, guarantees coexistence and helps 
to find the possibility of creating one great 
solution. 

In this sense, in these situations, the 
Church also carries out a service that replaces 
the political level, giving the possibility of 
living t0gether and of rebuilding communion 
after destruction and of rebuilding, after the 
outburst of hatred, the spirit of reconciliation. 
Many people have told me that precisely 
in these situations, the sacrament of 
penance is of great importance as a force of 
reconciliation and must also be administered 
with this in view. 

in 2. ...-o::-c.. ! \, :meed to say that Africa 

� :! oo.ai!len;_ of g;-ear hope, of great faith, 

� ��.;ial realities, of zealous 
p.r:c,:" � •. -_?i. But it has always been 

a co::::.:-.::-:.· ,..-£=h,. after the destruction 
we bro::f.--.� : ·;: :::om Europe, needs our 

brother!�-::��� --�-i. .his cannot but be born 
from faith r::2: 2- .  - creates universal love, 
over and abm·e ::-=::::: dnisions. 

This is our �-c2� :- �n ibility in this 

epoch. Europe ha: ex?�:.:ed its ideologies, 

its interests, but ha5 a:.so e._�rced, with the 

mission, the factor of healin;. 

Today, we are especiall:· ,espon ible for 
haTing a zealous faith that is communicated, 

ilia;: wants to help others, that is aware that 
giving faith does not mean introducing an 

ilienaring power but means giving the true 

gifi i.ila; human beings need precisely in 

::-c,::;- :o x creatures of love. 
1( th Question: I see with concern the 

:::_.:..i.:: ..:l Pome, especially the plight of 

�-ot!::� �.: ,_ .c :md adole cents 'on the fringe 
of ;:c..::.�=rr; c.:mv of whom do not go to 

- ., u 

e �.: p_:ies-� la�- people and 

c be do"er ro our faithful, 

.�.._ ..... .._ me e should put our 
ch.1:1:::::: .c.· • -- -::: ice o; ca:.:echt5is.. 

The Hoh- r �ec - k-;: 'JOE;: \,·as wuched . -

on b,· �::- C_:c; ·e _c:.i£..C.'.llal vicar of St. 
� �.;htly revealed his 

,,·ornes : � _ -
A s1.:::.�.e- c. � - ::e-riicial optimism which 

does ;::: c...- --- �-= great threats to youth, 

child::-e::. �-=- -�e coday would certainly 
be er.o::-.,:,.., _. -.·e must perceive with great 
reali5r:: �-::-·:- �.:-eatS that come into being 

where\·c:- Go� .: 3bsent. 

\\·e r:1-,,:: �=:: ::nore and more aware of our 

responsG::=�.: rn chat God will be present 
and thus. :::ie hope and the ability to walk 

con£demh· ro,•:a.m the future. 

© Copyright 2006 - Libreria Editrice Vaticana [adapted:. ZEl\TI.org 
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Universities under attack 

DEFEND THE IVORY TOWER 

By PROFESSOR PIERRE RYCD1ANS 

WO points are particularly under attack. 
First, the elitist character of the ivory rower (which results from its very 

nature) is denounced in the name of equality and democracy. The demand for 
equality is noble and must be fully supported., but only within its own sphere, 
which is that of social justice. It has no place anywhere else. Democracy is the 
only acceptable political system; yet it pertains to politics exclusively, and has 

_"'"",.____,._.,...., no application in any other domain. ·when applied anywhere else, it is death -
for truth is not democratic, intelligence and talent are non-democratic, nor is beauty, nor love -
nor God's grace. A truly democratic education is an education that equips people intellectually 
to defend and promote democracy within the political world; but in its own field, education 
must be ruthlessly aristocratic and high-brow, shamelessly geared towards excellence. 

The second aspect of the ivory tower that is constantly under attack is its non-utilitarian

character. The heart of the problem is memorably expressed in the paradox of Chuang Tzu - a 
Taoist philosopher of the 3rd century BC, one of the most profound minds of all time: 'People 
all know the usefulness of what is useful, but they do not know the usefulness of the useless'. 
The superior utility of the university - what enables it to perform its function - rests entirely 
upon what the world deem co be its uselessness. 

YocationaJ schools and cechnicaJ colleges are very u eful - people alJ under tand chat. 
� chey cannot see che usefulness of che useless unh-ersirie£. chey have decided co rum che 
unh-ersities into bad imitations of technical colleges. Thus the fundamental disrinaioo between 
liberal education and rncational training has become blurred and me '"ery _urvival of the 
university is put into question. 

The university is now under increasing pressure to justify ics ex:isceoce in utilitarian and ,
quantitative terms. Such pressure is deeply corrupting. I have no time now to examine alJ 
aspects of this corruption - let me give you just one example - only one, but .it bas ominou 
significance. In Europe, not long ago, a respected university hard hit by funding cuts, felt 
compelled to wind up some of its courses. AJ1 entire department had to be closed down - the 
most vulnerable, the least economically viable, a department which had more lecturers than 
students, which offered no future to its graduates, which performed no visible service to society 
and the State. The department that was abolished was the Department of Pure Philosophy -
ivory tower within the ivory tower, historical heart and origin of the university itself. 

When a university yields to the utilitarian temptations, it betrays its vocation and sells 
its soul. Five centuries ago, the great Renaissance scholar Erasmus defined with one phrase 
the essence of the humanist endeavour: 'Homo fit, non nmcitur - One is not born a man, one , 
becomes it'. A university is not a factory producing graduates, as a sausage-factory produces 
sausages. It is a place where a chance is given to men co become what they truly are. 

[Excerpt from an address deLivered on Friday April 23, 2006, on the eve of the opening of Campion College, 1bongabbie, 
NSW, Australia's first Catholic Liberal Arts College.] 

Donations should be sent to Campion Foundatio,� PO Box 952, Toongabbie East NSW 2146.
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DOCTORS OF THE CHURCH 

By MAx BARRETT, CSSR

This is the fourth in a series of articles that look briefly at the lives and teachings of those 
saints who have been honoured with the title of 'Doctor' of the Church. The title is awarded 

sanctitatis sapientiaeque causa 'by rea on of anctity and wi dom,' by the reigning Pontiff 

arT◄.t:lll __ ..,...,,._ CCA IONALLY -
but only occasionally 
- one of rhe saints
is declared a Doctor
ef the Church. This
declaration, coming

!,;.Ii-----=- from the Pope,
recognises the outstanding value of the 
saint's writings. Up to 2006 A.D., thirty
three 'teacher' saints have been declared 
Docto1: 

What is offered in this series is an 
introduction to each of the thirty-three, 
and a brief sampling of each one's 
writing. 

Cronologically, the earliest of those 
officially declared Doctor is St. Athanasius 
of Alexandria (296-373 A.D.). The most 
recently recognised Doctor is St. Therese 
ofLisieux (1873-1897). 

Before Sc. Achanasius and after the 
closure of the New Testament Scripture, 
there were saints of the 2nd and 3rd 
cenruries who spoke of Clu·ist with their 
pen. We have already looked briefly at 
three of these ·Fathers': Pope St. Clement 
of Rome (who died in 99 A.D.), St. 
Ignatius of Antioch (35-107 A.D.), and 
St. Polycarp, Bishop of myrna (69-155 
A.D.). A fourth early saintly-teacher was
Justinus Flavius, known as St. Justin
Martyr.

St. Justin Martyr 
[c. 100-166 A.O.) 

Justin us Flavius was born of pagan 
Greek parents at Shechem, near where 
Jesus spoke to the Samaritan woman at 
the well [John's Gospel, 4, 9]. Justin said 
he was a 'Samaritan: but whether be was 
a 'Samaritan; or born of pagan parents 
who ]jved in Samaria, and was therefore 
a 'SamariaO: is much disputed. His chirst 
for knowledge, plus the example of 
Chri tians who fearlessly died for their 
faith, led to his conversion around 130 
A.D.

Up till Justin's time, Christians were
for the most part ready to put up with 
distorted notions of their religion if 
only to prevent their sacred mysteries 
falling into the hands of unbelievers. The 
Eucharist was sometimes misrepresented 
as cannibalism or an occasion for moral 
improprieties. Justin took a different 
approach. He argued that 'It is our ducy 
to make our doctrines known.' St. Justin 
was an apologist, a debater; he argued the 
truth of Christianity. His writing did not 
lend itself to lyrical expression of what be 
believed. He opened a Christian school 
of Philosophy in Rome and composed 
there his First Apologia for Christianity 
which he addressed to the Emperor 
Antoninus Pius [86-161 A.D.], and to 
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his adopted sons Marcus Aurelius and 
Lucius Verus. In it, Justin described the 
rite of Baptism to the Roman Emperor, 
and went on to speak of the Mass: 

Then, bread and a chalice 
containing wine mixed with water 
are brought co the one presiding ... 
He takes them and offers praise and 
glory to che Father of all ... At the 
end of these prayers and thanksgiving, 
all present express cheir approval 
by saying Amen. And when he who 
presides has celebrated the Eucharist, 
they whom we call deacons permit 
each one present to partake of the 
Eucharistic bread, and wine and water, 
and they carry it also to the absemees. 
We call this food 'the Eucharisc,' 
of which only he can partake who 
has acknowledged the u-uth of our 
ceachings. who has been cleansed 
by baptism . and who regulates his 
life upon the principles laid down 
by Christ. Xoc as ordinary bread or 
ordinary drink do we partake of them 
but just as - through the word of God 
- our saviour Jesus Christ became
incarnate and cook upon himself flesh
and blood for our salvation - so ... 
the food which has been made the
Eucharist ... and which nourishes our 
flesh and blood by assimilation, is 
both the flesh and blood of that Jesus 
who was made flesh. The apostles
in their memoirs - which are called
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God's Way 
' 

N
OT by Might

and not by Power 
but by my Spirit, 

says the Lord 

Sabaoth' 
-Zechariah 3,1-4-14 

Gospels - have handed down what 
Jesus ordered them to do; that he took 
bread and, after giving thanks, said: 
'Do this in remembrance of me. This is 
my body; In like manner he took also 
the chalice, gave thanks and said: '111.is 
is my blood ... ' 
A fragment of St. Justin's statement 

on the resu1Tection of the body has come 
down tO us. It should be remembered 
that, in large part, Justin was speaking 
to people of a Greek culture, and the 
Greeks thought poorly of the body. At 
Athens, when St. Paul spoke of bodily 
resurrection, they 'laughed' at him. 'Il1ere 
is profound content in Justin's statement 
that the human creature is not a 'person' 
without the body; and that God does 
not 'begrudge' an eternal reward to the 
human body. 

We mu s1 now speak with respect to 

those who think meanly of the flesh, 
and say 1ha1 it is not wonhy of tbe 
resurrection . Bue these persons seem, 
to be ignorant of the whole work of 
God, both of the genesis and formation 
of man at the first., and why the things 
in the world were made. For does not 
(Scripture) say: 'Let us make man in our 
image, and after our likeness'? ... It is 
evident, therefore, chat man made in the 
image of God was offlesh. ls it not then 
absurd to say that the flesh made by 
God in his own image is comemptible? 

... Quite true, they say, yet the flesh is a 
sinner ... But in what instance can the 
flesh possibly sin by icsel£ if it have not 
the soul going before it and inciting 
it? ... Would God so neglect his own 
possession and work that it becomes 
annihilated .. Should we not call this 
labour in vain? ... Where God promises 
to save man, there he gives his promise 
to the flesh. For what is man but a 
rational animal composed of body and 
soul? Is the soul by it elf man? No; but 
it is the soul of man .  Would the body 
be called man? No. but it is called the 
body of man 1either of these is 
by itself 'man: but that which is made 
up of the two together is called 'man; 
and God has called 'man' to life and 
resu1Tection 

ANNALS CRYPTIC CROSSWORD No. 5 

ACROSS CLUES 

7 .  "Order men into canvas covers� -
instructions given unto Moses? (3,12) 

9. Petty Officer in co1Tal with
coromun.ion cloth (8) 

10. see 8 down 
l l. He will shortly give us a place of 

damnation (4) 
12. Massacres causing sounds of

merriment aboard ship (10) 
14. Heard a Serb in command is rather

,·iaiolic (7) 
16. Disaict Attorney in from and graduate

behind the forcress in I �laccibes 5:9 

19. �fedium pitcher. or quarter .)ereboam 
in place of reported mions of Our 
Lacly (IO) 

21. A wool_si:ower is maybe the son of
Shem (4)

23. Something to hold the composer of
"The Messiah'; say (6)

25 .  I leave grouse Tim cooked for
gastronomes (8) 

26. Fatal transgressions by Snow White's 
friends? (5,6,4) 

DOWN CLUES 

I. Saint gets Rome to support hea.rtless 
Jude (6) 

2. Scar Paul dissuised with part of
monastic habit (8) 

3. Grim's spine is broken, forcing men
into service ( 10) 

St. Justin goes on to meet a further 
objection: the soul is of its nature 
incorruptible; the body is by nature 
corruptible. Justin answers along the 
lines: God is not a grudging God. He 
made the human person one out of 
soul and body; he will save the human 
person as one, exercising his generosity 
by letting the body transcend its natw·al 
limitation. 

Justin and six of his disciples were 
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4. Drama group able to be covered with 
Greek letter (7) 

5. A red upset in Jewish calendar month 
(4) 

6. Royal Eng½eers cannot shortly 
withdraw (6) 

8. and 10. across. A fatally
indiscriminate harvester (3,4,6)

13. Leaving the confessional in an elegant
manner (10) 

15. Burn the Maori after whipping cream
(7)

I 7. Anend service and listen to crowd 
(-U) 

18. Agenda in favour of linle weight (7) 
20. Considers Old Testalllent boolc (6) 
22 .  Give anenrion to a teetotaller at finish 

2-.. L to coodusfoo in friendship (4) 
OILTIOXTO CR)'PTlC �O. 5 
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denounced as Christians by the Cynic 
Philosopher Crescens, according to 
Tatian [a disciple of Justin). Wben they 
refused to offer sacrifice to the gods, they 
were scourged and beheaded in Ii 
166 A.D. The official court report 
of their martyrdom is extant. 

FATHER MAx BARREIT is a Redemptorist priest now 
resident in Sydney. 

ext Month: St [rcnaeus of Lyons (130-200 A.D.] 
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One Year on: Radiating Peace, Serenily and Joy 

POPE BE:\rDICT XVI 

._--..D��.-;:1 OWADAYS especiall)·. wiri. .;b.- o,A sie..4 .:,; our problems, Christianity 
often becomes so co� far - � can no longer see the forest 

* for the trees. It is a maner ofhei=; lea bd m die :imp le heart of it, not to
• anything else, but t0 che e:5.:� cx:&IRSs.DO.. co faith. hope, and love:

Pope Benedict A'TI said · .· .a of� before becoming pope. 
The first anniversary of Im eleaioa cz::ir an .\pril 19. He appears to be 

ILJ�..rn;Z'.:l�.Jl'11 living it out. 
People have called Benedict surprising. me -,. ... ;,lime'lL others are voicing 

disappointment. But the surprise in both cases�� � om ro be very unlike the 
pre-election caricatures depicting him as a Grand lnq�- - wOlllld male beads roU. 

Still, for those who took the trouble to listen co -.., · · ::= ·as �aying all those 
years ago, the pontificate of Benedict XVI ought ro a1111r :.. � fonner professor 
is now hard at work delivering a refresher course on the · tm:h.

If there was any doubt about that, Pope Beoedic..'- � a.:w.:,:eiit:z! - Deus Caricas Est -
should have settled the matter. 'God Is Love' - what maid !De ba;m: mm that? And un.less 
I miss my guess, Benedict has a compelling reason in � - - _ ce poim.. 

It's this. Many people today - including many c�n:� -bnoe � : Ez:- from the truth. 
done such an effective job of closing their ears and ha:Ja • r ms-� ID the ,.-ord of God 

' and the teaching of the Church, that it's a waste of time � - � bei::c tiMDibproducrive to 

confront them yet again with hard u·uths. (The Churcn·� ���morality is an 
instance, though hardly the only one.) 

So, what's a conscientious pope to do? Another pope � � .ciomie: z::,.,ra-. Beoedicc' 
appears to be: Go back to first principles - God is lo\·e - � � � --=- �- process of 
leading people who've strayed from truth back to the fullne.,: of 

Pope Benedict said as much a few weeks ago in his add."e:£� dir � ao---sembly of the 
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, which he headed fi:r;-_ q::z:;:er--cemmy. 

'Jesus Christ, who is the fullness of the truth, draws co hicrelf tbc 1=eart of each person, 
enlarges it, and fills it with joy ... Thus, service to the faith. which i£ 2. � to the One who 
is the entire 'fruth, is also a service to joy, and this is the joy ili3.t O::s desres co spread i.n the 
world: 

From this point of view, he told the members and staff of die CD:?.� docrrinal mjnistry 
can appropriately be defmed as "pastoral':' 

From Lefebvrists on the far right to Hans Kung on we fu left. Beoedicc XVI has pursued 
a policy of reconciliation. Will this emphasis on love, cruth.. znd p worl.? 1 have no idea, and 
I suspect Pope Benedict doesn't either. But it probably bas man-ch.tnce of working than the 
take-no-prisoners approach some conservatives were loo� frr � ago. 

There's a name for it - Christian. Over lunch a couple of� ago after a u·ip to Rome, I 
was celling a friend that - as others have remarked - Pope .3enedia. in per on visibly radiates 
serenity and joy. My friend, a Jewish convert to CatholiciS1.1. dloo2ht about that for a moment 
and then said, 'I guess that's what you'd expect a Christian w do.. iill"t it?" 

To which only one answer is possible: I guess it is. 
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MEDIA MATTERS 

By ]AMES MURRAY 

Gerry Mandate but not by reporter Caroline Overington who ran 
first and strongest with the story. Fourth, there is a 
gap in the pharmaceutical market for a medicine to 
cure PADSAS (Political Attention Deficit Selective 
Amnesia yndrome). 

World Youth Day, scheduled for Sydney in 
2008, with Pope Benedict plus an estimated 
500,000 attending, has inspired a noteworthy piece 
by Gerard (Sydney Institute) Henderson (SMH, 
April 11). 

He began by noting: 'Many histories of Ausrralia 
downplay, if not ignore, the importance of religion 
in society since European settlement in 1788.' 

Downer-ed 

Even more emphat-
ically, he concluded: 
'Whatever the faults of 
Christian faiths, it is a 
fact that Christianity has 
coexisted with democratic 
forms of government This 
is manifestly not the case 
with some secular ideolo
gies (that is. communism. 
fascism) or with some 
fundamentalist theocra
cies (that is, Iran under 
Ayatollah Khomeini).' 

Buy that man a new 
filing cabinet. 

Cole Face 

While Royal 
Commissioner Terence 
Cole no doubt calls 
for his pipe, his bowl 
and his fiddlers three 
before concentrating on 
the Gargantuan task of 
digesting the evidence 
given at the Australian 
Wheat Board Limited 
inquiry. several things are 
already clear. 

Possibly the bravest sufferer of PADSAS has 
been Alexander Downer, focus of not one but 

Prayers from Prison 

W
HEN Sir Thomas More, England's
greatest mind, and a bright star in the 

crown of the Catholic Church, was in prison 
awaiting execution by order of his close 
friend King Henry VIII, his thoughts turned 
to his fellow Catholics enduring in Hungary, 
their first year of occupation by the Turks. 
His famous Dialogue of Comfort Against 

Trou/a:ion 'eatures a Christian prisoner in 
r ... r;;a', re co,-.,i-,r:s .� nis S1.,policaron 
o' So" s :�a: ::~g a"c s vu "e'ab."t� to 
a::aci< ,ay fro,,-, within mc•e than from 
Y.1thOU1. If the clergy in England, he argued.
represent such a small percentage - one 
four hundredth part -that means that there 
are sufficient men in England to defend it 
and one need not fear the Turk 'unless,' 
More added, 'you suffer to grow among you 
in great number these Lutherans that favour 
him.' The Lutherans in those days preferred 
Turks to Catholics. In much the same way. 
from the 70s until just recently, the US 
and the Western Powers, followed by the 
US and Western media, seemed to prefer 
a Syrian dictator in formerly democratic 
Lebanon, to Catholics and other Christians. 

two editorials in The

Australian, castigating him 
as prime mover in the 
wreck of the AWB road
train. 

Yet it must be said that 
after his short take-off and 
crash landing as Leader of 
the Opposition, Downer 
showed true grit in flying 
again and reaching the 
heights as Minister for 
Foreign Affairs-

After his display of 
chutZpah under fire from 
John Agius C at the 
Cole Commission can he 
fly even higher? Unlikely. 
His reported ambition 
to be Treasurer is now a 
wingless wonder. So, too, 
his ambition to be deputy 
Prime Minister or even 
Prime Minister. 

A consolation prize 
as Ambassador to 
Washington? And pigs 
will fly over Baghdad. His 
best bet: The Australian 

first, the coIIllllission's terms of reference effec
cively curtailed the Westminister convention of 
ministerial responsibility. Second, Australia's inter
national reputation for honest trading has suffered 
deep harm. Third, The Australian newspaper, the 
chief proprietor of which Rupert Murdoch has 
often been accused of partiality, was driven by the 
straight news value of the affair, a factor underes
timated by the Howard Coalition and its minders 

High Commissionership in London, once held by 
his father. 

Downer junior did carry off a neat play before 
Cole. He sought to avoid responsibility while 
refusing to blame his underlings, celling counsel 
for A\VB executives Terry Forrest QC: 'I think they 
fulfilled their duty, I think they are very profes
sional people'. 

Criminals are regularly described as profes
sional. 
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Minchin Dogma Newton had nor been traumatised by his losses 
in the South Sea Bubble, he might have discov
ered the Founh Law of Motion: returns decrease 
as mocion increases. 

Pragmatists, yes. But philosophers are rare 
among working politicians. So let us now praise 
Senator Iick Minchi11 for profundity in his addres 
to the HR Nicholl's Socierr 

His quintessence was that more needs to be 
achieved in the field of industrial relations law.

This, howe\'er. must be done discreetly because 
most of the electorate 

His lapidary rhoughr is matched by his view 
thaL 'executive compensation in the US is ridicu
lous� out of line with performance'. 

'violently disagrees· \\ith 
the new Work Choices 
legislation. 

But, of course. How can 
the electorate compare 
with a new Plato from 
the Athens of the South, 
Adelaide? And yet, and 
yet. Senator Minchin's 
worldview is narrow. He 
takes no account of the 
greatest investor-philos
opher of the age, Warren 
Buffet, who plays the 
market like his ukelele 
- with a master's touch
amplified by his corpo
rate boom box, Berkshire
Hathaway (21.5 per cent
average return per annum
over the last 40 years).

For Senator Minchin, 
the new Plato to ignore 
Buffet is akin to the old 
Plato ignoring the old 
Aristotle. Buffet's philos
ophy encompasses what 
he calls 'Hyper Helpers' -
money managers. 

'A record portion of the 
earnings that would go in 
their entirety to owners 
- if they all just stayed in
their rocking chairs - is
now going to a swelling
army of Helpers; he says. 

'Particularly expensive 
is the recent pandemic of 
profit arrangements under 
which Helpers receive 
large portions of the 
winnings when they are 
smart or lucky, and leave 
family members with aJl 
the losses - and large 
fi.-xed fees to boot - when 
the Helpers are dumb or 
unlucky (or occasionally 
crooked): 

Bearing this in mind, Senator Minchin must 
couple indu trial reform at the workplace level 

Keep your 

Sense of 

Humour 

I
T was John Calvin, the founder

of Calvinism, who wrote a book 

asking for an inventory of all the 

relics on Christendom, which was 

translated into English in 1561. It 

was this book which gave currency 

to the often repeated slander, origi

nally spread, it seems, by Erasmus 

in a dark mood, that if all the relics 

of the true cross were collected 

they would fill a large ship: the 

truth, as usual, was quite other, for 

someone actually did the computa

tion and found that the major relics 

were not extensive, and almost all 

of them were splinters, even though 

their reliquaries were quite large and 

beautifully designed. 

No one denies that some relics 

were rather far-fetched. But I fancy 

that those who claimed in Florence 

to have the stone with which St 

Stephen was stoned, were in the 

same category as the enterprising 

businessmen these days who 

market fresh air, or clean water, or 

fragrant odours. The Florentines 

were probably desperate and some 

civic father got the idea that might 

attract some tourists. 

Our mediaeval brethren could 

laugh at themselves. Why should 

modems take as their model a 

humourless Calvin? 

with equivalent reform at 
the executive-boardroom 
level. Or be accused of 
implying chat the latter is 
a hive of drones, an impli
cation philosophers of 
jurisprudence may recall 
when the High Court 
appraises Work Choices 
- a name rendenrious
enough to have been
coined by a consultant
from what Warren Buffet
calls, 'the ever-accommo
dating firm of Ratchet,
Ratchet and Bingo'.

Centrist Surplus 

In a related context, 
surprising to read of the 
HR Nicholl's Society crit
icising the Work Choices 
laws as 'centrist', and 
drawing comparison 
with command econo
mies such as the former 
Soviet Union - a compar
ison demonstrating that a 
right-wing measure taken 
to extremes becomes 
in effect a left-wing 
measure. 

Unmentioned by che 
society was the mulci
billion dollar Future 
Fund which under che 
managemem of David 
Murray and his Board 
of Guardians will invest 
government finance. Of 
course. che investment 
will be at arms-length 
from the government. 
Bue the source of funds 
will be known and will 
u ndou bred] y influence
( command?) the market.

Buffet cites his peer in another philosoph
ical field, Sir Isaac Newton, pointing out that if 

Incidentally the use of 
the word guardian is intriguing. In its traditional 
context, a board of guardians looked after the 
insane. And there is something insane about over-
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taxation being used to fund public service pension 
liabilities rather than fine-tuning the tax system 
while returning surpluses to owners, the taxpayers. 

Feuds and Factions 

The rise of pre-selection infighting is not pecu
liar to the Labor or Liberal parties. Democrats, 
Greens and other minor parties can also be 
subject to it, for it is a sympton of the careerism 
that now inspires so many who climb the greasy 
pole of politics from w:ithin party machines. 

TI10se who urge the end of factionalism and its 
melodramatically defined 'war lords' are talking 
impossibilities. Factions - or coteries, cliques and 
cabals - are inu·insic to all organisations including 
med.ia organisations, not least the Au cralian 

Broadcasting Corporation whose grizzled anchor 
Tony (Late Line) Jones led the pack in baying for 
an end co factioneers. Can't be make a ta.rt inter
nally? 

Game Show 

Tbe Commonwealth Games in Melbourne 
were 'simply the best' - simply, on the basis of 
selective coverage by the Nine Network, the best 
Commonwealth of Australia Games. 

Brown Study 

The trial and acquittal in London of Dan 
(Da Vinci Code) Brown on the charge of plagia
rism had the benefit of exposing his working 
methods, specificaUy the Internee research by his 
wife Blythe. Sbe, unfortunately. did not appear 
to explain her belief that the Catholic Church, 
which honours Mary as the �!other of God. has 
suppressed the female principle in religion. 

The wide-ranging urgency of her research made 
him less an author of creative originalicy than her 
uxorious amanuensis willing, for example, to take 
in without double checking the Priory of Sion, 
guardians of the secret that Christ survived cruci
fixion co marry Mary Magdalene and leave royal 
issue - all the fiction of a petty conman who 
"·anced to prove he was the rightful, Merovingian 
king of France with presumably unlimited free 
rravel on the Metro. 

Trial reports made no mention of Bertelsroann, 
parent publisher of Random House which also 
published The Holy Blood and t/1e Holy Grail, two 
of who e authors Michael Baigent and Richard 
Leigh were the plaintiffs in the law suit. 

Piry. An�· author with a Brownesque or 
Blythe capacity for wild conspiracies could join 
the dots between the Nazi hierarchy's quest for 
a new, anti-Christian, Germanic tribal religion 

and Bercelsmann whose World War II activities 
on behalf of the Nazis included morale boosting 
pamphlets. 

More seriously, it cannot be over emphasised 
that narratives such as The Da Vinci Code derive 
their power from the n·uth on which they are para
ice (a are the first of the sub-genre, the apoc

ryphal and gnostic gospels such as the recently 
re-discovered Gnspel of Judas). 

Pot Stir 

The e,ideace i in: Mary Jane or marijuana is 
not benign in its effects; it has deleterious psycl10-
logica.l aod phy ical effects. But where are the 
apologies from the ix tie counter-culture gurus 
"no ackocaied iis use? 

And "'·hen will the Byron Bay local authorities 
bao its use as strictly as they intend to ban the 
rental of heachside houses? 

Blair-itis 

Talk about infatuation at first sight. The reac
tion of local media to the visit of British Prime 
Minister Tony Blair was so potent it revived the 
moribund cultural cringe. 

Here was a politician caught in the Iraq quick
sand where only in its third year are British, 
limited-warfare tactics, used effectively during the 
Malayan Emergency and the Indonesian co1ifron
tasi, being considered by shock-'n'-awe Americans. 

Here was a politician also caught in the petty
cash huckstering of devalued, life peerages. Yet 
from che cone of local coverage you could have 
sworn that were he co resign, he could emigrate 
and become Prime �liniscer of Australia - under 
the banner of Liberal, Labor or perhaps Laberal. 

The Blair ascendancy is rec another example of 
the British genius for transforming outsiders into 
insiders. His grandmother was a Red Clydesider 
who lived in Govan, the guts of Scotland's ship
building industry where the first Soviet Collective 
outside of Russia was proclaimed. Your corre
spondent cherishes the notion that he used to 
deliver milk to her when he was a boy. 

One for Israel 

Paradise Now - a thriller about a brace of 
Muslims preparing for a suicide mission into Israel 
- was nominated for an Oscar in the Best Foreign
language category. Deservedly; it was balanced,
even sympathetic. Yet none of the comment
referred to the fact that the movie was generously
financed by the Israel Fund.

(c) Austral-Media Pty Ltd 2006
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ISLAM 

!f any person kills an apostate .... �\otlzing [i.e. no punishment} . . . is incurred by the 
slayer. -The Hida 'a bg al-_ farghiniani [died 1197 AD]. 

UNDER THE SCI�iIT-\R OF DAMOCLES 

l'!:'l;;r;,.-.�,,.,.'29.,,.,., BDUL Rahman 
faced death at 
the hands of our 
Afghan al l ies  
for the 'crime' 
of converting to 

�__...:31,,:™���...3 Christianity. This 
fate is no fluke, not a brutal Afghan 
variant on the practice of 'tolerant' 
Islam. Death for apostacy is part and 
parcel of Islamic scripture and tradition. 
When Afghanistan's leading clerics 
endorse his death, they are on solid 
ground. Thus, in the wake of appeals by 
world leaders, including the Pope, even 
though Mr. Rahman appears to have 
received a 'dispensation' by the Karzai 
Government - for 'mental health', or 
other reasons, unfortunately, he is and 
remains guilty as per Afghan religious 
leaders, and Shari'a. 

John Ralph Willis, Princeton 
University Professor of Near Eastern 
Studies, has described the 'apparent 
paradox' that jihad wars and razzias 
(p.343) - rationalized as struggles to 
liberate men from unbelief - became, 
through the mass enslavement intrinsic 
to these campaigns, 'a device to deprive 
men of freedom.' And freedom, in the 
Muslim conception, 'being perfect 
slavery' to Allah, the sole (distant) hope 
of earthly freedom from the bondage 
and humiliation of slavery for the 
subjugated infidel - whose dignity and 
very legal essence were annihilated by 
jihad - was t0 ' ... incarcerate his spirit 
in Islam: and await manumission at the 
discretion of his Muslim overlord. 

Another respected Princeton 
scholar of Islam, Patricia Crone, has 
stated bluntly (or one might argue, 
self-evidently) regarding such jihad 
enslavement - a major historical 
modality for Islamization -

... it would be absurd to deny that 
force played a major role in their [the 
vanquished infidels) conversion [to 
Islam]. 

A strikingly � �- of
Islam is the comen.:ioa epic -.� b�· 
Koran 2:256, Toere i� co:::;,clsion 
in religion.' The pci.?U= " 
travails of Afghac ' - � to 
Christianity Abdnl ?..tl:mz:::I 
another uniquely I:� ol 
absurdity and denial: in - cl� 
2:256 and repeated� da: -

Omar Sharif: 
Death Threat 
for being an 

'Apostate' 
J\. message on a website I !"',cec 

J-\J.o al-Qaida has threatenec 
death to the veteran Egyptia
actor Omar Sharif after he playec 
St Peter in an Italian TV film ,. 
remarks widely reported in lta °! 
earlier this month, the 73-year ex: 
actor, a convert to Islam, said "i; 

had 'seemed to hear voices· dur'ang 
the filming of St Peter, a two-pa-: 
mini-series shown last week. Sha"" 
was quoted as saying: 'Play-;; 
Peter was so important for me !!" .a: 
even now I can only speak aoc_-: 
it with difficulty. It will be diffic.. : 
for me to play other roles frc
now on.' The Italian news ager-:-_. 

Adnkronos International said :::-.:: 
a message on a web forum ... se= 
in the past by al-Qaida had a -. 
to a site carrying the threat. ·o-.a· 
Sharif has stated that he -as 
embraced the crusader 1do at") 
it said. 'He is a crusader w+.c s 
offending Islam and Muslims a-:: 
receiving applause from the lta ia
people. I give you this ac�ce. 
brothers, you must kill him .' 

-John Hooper, 'St Peter Roie
Prompts Death Threat' in The Guarc'an 

October 31, 2005. 
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is characterized by freedom of belief 
and creed, devoid of compulsion, 
why bas apostasy from Islam always 
been punished so harshly, for thirteen 
cenruries, into the present era? 

lbn Warraq's seminal 2003 study 
o; apostasy, Leaving Islam (p.31 ), 
di..�guishes transient doubt - edified 
b disco,·ering the 'truth' of Islam -
from apo.rasy: 

Doubt is a very good passageway, 
!:al .a , -ery bad place to stop in.
�er. apostasy is a matter of
� .md ideological treachery, which 

� from hostility and hypocrisy.
iil,e de-sin� of a person who has an
m:!ioa= b.md.icap is different from the
� oi ooe whose hand should be
ea c5 cbe 10 die development of a
a=.....,�• infectious djsease. The
�oi .a 1hE1im indh;dual whose
� � ilso been �uslim is a very 

· 1-cs chn�us and incurable
cseasr c::a zppears in the body of an

(_pmple) and threatens peoples 
liiRs. � m.n i., .,.-by this rotten limb 
!b:ddhe� 

..!.ad punishment by death for 
�"""! from Islam is firmly rooted in 
dir aos: hofy �foslim texts - both the 

� me haditb - as well as the 
sac:-eo Wamic Law (the Shari'a). Koran 
-..£9�•= 

� desire that you should 
� a, they have disbelieved, so 
dm: � might be (all) ahle; therefore
= 001 from among them friends
mn:il they fly (their homes) in Allah's
way: bm if they turn back, then seize
them and kill them wherever J·ou find 
mem. and cake no< from among them
a frzod or a helper.. 
One of the most authoritative 

-oranic commemators, Baydawi ( d.
1315 16} interprets this passage thus:

'Whosoever turns back from belief 
(irtada), openJy or secretly, take him 
and kill him wheresoever ye fo1d him,
like any other infidel. Separate yourself 
from him altogether. Do not accept 
intercession in his regard' (cited in 
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Zwemer, The Law of Apostasy in 
Islam, 1924, pp. 33-34). 
Ibn Kathir's (d. 1373) venerated 

commentary on Koran 4:89 concurs, 
maintaining that as the unbelievers 
have manifested their unbelief, they 
should be punished by death. These 
draconian judgments are reiterated in a 
number of hadith (i.e. collections of the 
putative words and deeds of the Muslim 
prophet Muhammad, as compiled 
by pious transmitters). For example, 
Muhammad is reported to have said 
'Kill him who changes his religion' in 
hadith collections of both Bukhari and 
Abu Dawud. There is also a consensus 
by all four schools of Sunni Islamic 
jurisprudence (i.e. Maliki, Hanbali, 
Hanafi, and Shafi'i), as well as Shi'ite 
jurists, that apostates from Islam must 
be put to death. Averroes ( d .  1198), the 
renowned philosopher and scholar of 
the natural sciences, who was also an 
important Maliki jurist, provided this 
typical Muslim legal opinion on the 
punishment for apostasy (vol. 2, p .  552): 

An apostate ... is co be executed 
by agreement in the case of a man, 
because of the words of the Prophet, 
'Slay chose who change their din 
[religion)'. ... Asking the apostate to 
repent was stipulated as a condition 
... prior to hjs execuuon. 
The contemporary (i.e. 1991) 

AI-Azhar (Cairo) Islamic Research 
Academy-endorsed hafi"i manual of 
Islamic Law. 'L"mdac al- alik (pp. 595-
96) states:

Lea,-ing Islam is the ugliest fonn of
unbelief (kufr) and che worse . . .  \\'hen
a person who has reached puberty and 
is sane voluntarily apostasizes from
Islam. he deserves co be killed. In
such a case. it is obligatory ... to ask
him to repent and return co Islam. If
he does it is accepted from him, but if
he refuses. he is immediately killed.
Finally, Warraq (p.19) summarizes

the means by h-hich convicted apostates 
have been killed, typically by the sword 
(i.e. beheading) 

. .  though there are examples 
of apostates conured co death, or 
strangled, burned, drowned, impaled, 
or flayed. The Caliph 'Umar [d. 644] 
used co tie chem to a post and had 
lances thrust into theu· hearts, and the 
[Mameluke] u1tan Baybars II (1308-
09) made [their) 10nure legal.
Thus even if Mr. Rahman gets a 

'dispensation' by the Karzai Government 
- for 'mental health: or other reasons,
unfortunately, he is and remains

Miracles - When Disbelief was 
not held to be a Privilege 

T
HE Fathers wrote for contemporaries, not for the eighteenth or nineteenth
century, not for moce•r. "O:.o:is and theories, for distant countries, for a 

degenerate people and a c s .... -':ec Church. They did not foresee that evidence 
would become a science. :"'a: co_,m would be thought a merit, and disbelief 
a privilege; that it would be - 'a ,c_ - and condescension to them if they were 
credited, and in charity tna: :re, ,•,e·e accounted honest. They did not feel 
that man was so self-sufficie�, a-::: so 'lappy in his prospects for the future, 
that he might reasonably sit at ":::-e c:.os·ng his ears to all reports of Divine 
interpositions till they were act ... a , :::-c�;r.! before his eyes, and faith was 
superseded by sense; they c1c nc: s:: :: s:::aiage the Spouse of Christ as to 
imagine that she could be accour.tec :-_. :::·::'essr.g Christians a school of error, 
and a workshop of fraud and impos:-_'c --e: ,•,�o:e with confidence that they 
were Christians, and that those to ..,.,-x,- ::-,e_. �-:smrr:ed the Gospel would not 
call them the ministers of Antichnst 

- John Henry Cardinal Newman, Two Essa,-s ;r 5:: :;a = -= ::;;c;;s.as:,ca/ Miracles, 1918 ed. 
Longmans G-ee- a:-: :C -=-.::r 

guilty as per Afghan religious leade� 
and Shari'a. As  such, once released 
from prison, should any pious Afghan 
Muslim kill him (heeding the calls of 
local Afghan clerics), according co the 
Hanafi school of jurisprudence (which 
prevails in Afghanistan), pecifically the 
important legal text The Hida_va b�- al
Marghiniani ( d. 1197). 

lf any per-son kill, an apo=e 
)i'othing [i.e_ no puni;bmem) i; 

inmrred by the� 
At dris =-� pedJaps die Oil}:- ""-ay m 

assure chat �fr_ Rahman avoids a tragic 
and gruesome fate ('We will call on the 
people to pull him into pieces so there's 
nothing left,' maintained Abdul Raoulf a 
'moderate' cleric jailed for his previous 

STATUES 

IN NEED OF AID? 
HELP ISAS 

CLOSE AS YOUR 
PHONE! 

If you have 
plaster statues 

._��i;;;,i<u or ornaments 
that need 

re-painting or 
.. re-plastering 

contact: 

KEVIN TAN 
[02] 9310 4701

Restoration work is
our specialcy. 
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oppcTirion to the Taliban), is to find 
sa.ocm:!!7 fur him omside of Afghanistan. 

for a decade. three courageous, 
prescienr �cho� - Ibn Warraq, 
Darid Linman. and Bat Ye'or - have 
warned a.bout the gra,·e dangers 
posed by Sbaxfa-based 'human rights' 
corucrncts... such as the 1990 Cairo 
Ded=mon (ie. me so-<:alled universal 
Dechr.nioo of Hwnan Rights in Islam, 
to which all member tate [now 57) 
of the Oq;a.nizarion of the Islamic 
C-onference - including ·secular' 
Turkey - are ignatories). Indeed the 
intrepid Senegalese jurist A.dama Dieng 
(a Muslim, who subsequently became 
a United Nations special rapporteur), 
then serving as secretary-general to the 
International Commission of Jurists, 
declared forthrightly in February 1992 
that the Cairo Declaration, under the 
rubric of the Shari'a, 

... gravely threatens the imer
cultural consensus on which the 
u1ternational human rights instruments 
are based; iJ1troduces, in the name 
of the defense of human rights, an 
intolerable discrimination agrunsc both 
non-Muslims and women; reveals a 
deljberately restrictive character in 
regard co certain fundamental rights 
and freedoms, to the point that ce11ain 
essential provisions are below the 
legal standard in effect in a number of 
Musljm countries; [and] confirms the 
legitimacy of practices, such as corporal 
punishment, that attack the integrity 
and dignity of the human being. 
And distracting, fatuous conceptions 

such as 'Extreme Shari'a' are mere 
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'Tablighi Jamaat' - Islamic Fifth Column 

E
VERY fall, over a million almost identically dressed, bearded Muslim men
from around the world descend on the small Pakistani town of Raiwind 

for a three-day celebration of faith. Similar gatherings take place annually 
outside of Dhaka, Bangladesh, and Bhopal, India. These pilgrims are no 
ordinary Muslims, though; they belong to a movement called Tablighi Jamaat 
("Proselytizing Group"). They are trained missionaries who have dedicated 
much of their lives to spreading Islam across the globe. The largest group 
of religious proselytizers of any faith, they are part of the reason for the 
explosive growth of Islamic religious fervor and conversion. Despite its size, 
worldwide presence, and tremendous importance, Tablighi Jamaal remains 
largely unknown outside the Muslim community, even to many scholars of 
Islam. This is no coincidence. Tablighi Jamaat officials work to remain outside 
of both media and governmental notice. Tablighi Jamaat neither has formal 
organizational structure nor does it publish details about the scope of its 
activities, its membership, or its finances. By eschewing open discussion of 
politics and portraying itself only as a pietistic movement, Tablighi Jamaat 
works to project a non-threatening image. The prominent Deobandi cleric 
and scholar Maulana Muhammad llyas Kandhalawi (1885-1944) launched 

Tablighi Jamaat in 1927 in Mewat, India, not far from Delhi. From its inception, 
the extremist attitudes that characterize Deobandism permeated Tablighi 
philosophy. llyas's followers were intolerant of other Muslims and especially 
Shi'ites, let alone adherents of other faiths. Indeed, part of llyas's impetus for 
founding Tablighi Jamaat was to counter the inroads being made by Hindu 
missionaries. They rejected modernity as antithetical to Islam, excluded 
women, and preached that Islam must subsume all other religions. 

-Alex Alexiev, 'Tablighi Jamaal: Jihad's Stealthy Legions,' Middle Easr Quarterly, Winter 2005. 

enervating delusions which do nothing 
to combat this growing, lethal threat 
to the most fundamental rights of free 
societies. Invoking the difficult lessons 
learned from Cold War experiences, 
David Littman stated with the requisite 
moral clarity that 

... only a firm and uncompromising 
stand on the most fundamemal 
quescions can bring about me effec:ine 
implememarion of me ideals set fonh 
in the International Bill of Human 
Rights. Diplomatically correet words 
and gestures are not enough. 
More than 80 years ago, in his 1924 

The Law of Apostasy in Islam., Samuel 
Zwemer made these observations, 
still depressingly relevant today, and 
extending beyond the 'Near East: to the 
entire Muslim world: 

The story is told that Damocles, 
at the court of Dionysius of Sicily, 
pronounced the latter the happiest 
man on earth. When, however, 
Damocles was permitted to sit on the 
royal throne, he perceived a sword 
hanging by a horse-hair over his head. 
The imagined felicity vanished, and 
he begged Dionysius to remove him 
from his seat of peril. Today [ circa 
1924] we read of new mandarnries, 
of liberty, and of promised equality 

to minorities under Moslem rule; 
and newspapers assert that a new era 
has come to the Near East. Economic 
development, intellectual awakening, 
reforms, constitutions, parliaments 
and promises. Does the sword of 
Damocles, however, still hang over 
the head of each convert from Islam 
to Christianity? ls the new Islam 
more colerant than me old? Will me 
foes and propell)· of convens be 
proreaed. and we� of miooririe. 
ber� 
Again a:nd a�uo h3s E:a..-o?ttD 

pressure, aided by a few �na:Ied 
Orientals, endeavored ro �-e 
equality before the law for all re...� 
and races in  the Xear E�--i. Bui� a�eo 
as the attempt was made it pro,·ed a 
failure, each new failure more ghasdy 

than the last. The reason is that the 
conscience and the faith of the mo t 
sincere and upright Mosiems are 
bound up with the Koran and the 
Traditions. Civilization cannot eradicate 
deep-seated conv1cuons. Rifles 
and ironclads, the cafe, the theatre, 
written constitutions, representative 
parliaments; none of these reach far 
below the surface. A truer freedom ... 
than the one supplied by their own 
faith, must come before Moslems can 
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enter into the larger liberty which we 
enjoy. 

Denial or obfuscation of the role 
played by the very essence of Islam 
- by Shari'a - will never remove this
murderous scimitar of Damocles hanging
over the heads of hapless 'apostates' such
as Abdul Rahman, and others, perhaps
untold thousands, if not more, like him,
throughout the Muslim world. And
burgeoning, often irredentist Muslim
populations in the West, especia!Iy
Western Europe, have established de 
facto Islamic colonies within their host 
countries, punctuated by demands for
local ju1isdicrion under Shari'a Law.

Should nothing be done to desacralize 
the Shari'a and divorce it entirely from 
the governance of civil societies, future 
Western generations, may face the same 
brutal application of Shari'a punishments 
for 'apostasy: or as the Danish cartoon 
jihad demonstrated, for 'blaspheming' 
the Muslim Prophet Muhammad. If that 
frightening scenario unfolds, Westerners 
may be forced to experience Mr. 
Rahman's current dire predicament -
to paraphrase (albeit inelegantly) John 
Donne: 'Do not ask over whom the 
scimitar hangs, it hangs over thee'. 

[*For three simultaneous translations 
of Koran 4:89, see here: 

YUSUFALI: They but wish that 
ye should reject Faith, as they do, and 
mus be on the same footing (as they): 
But take not friends from their ranks 
until they flee in the way of Allah (from 
what is forbidden). But if they turn 
renegades. seize them and slay them 
where,·er ye find mem: and (in any 
ca.<:e) take no friends or helpers from 
tbeir1'2(1ll: 

PICKTH..\L: They .long thal 
y,e � dbbelie,e even as they 
�e. chac ye may be upon a 
Ind {with diem). So choose not 
frieDd5 &om mem till they forsake 
their hcmes in me way of Allah; if tJ1ey 
mm had. (to enmity) then take them 
aad � chem wherever ye find them, 
.md choo,e oo friend nor helper from 
-.c:!'tbem: 

�HAKI.R: They desire that you 
moftld disbelie,·e as they have 
<fubelie\-ed so mat you might be (all) 
afile; therefore take not from among 
chem friends umil they fly (their 
homes) in Allah"s way; but if they turn 
back., cheo seize mem and kill th

twherever you find them, and take 
not from among mem a friend or 
a helper.] 

ANDREW G. BOSTOM is the author of 1ne legaC,!I of 
Jihad. 
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BOOK REVIEW 

Can a medium so expedient, so venal in its financial ongoings provide a moral compass? 

LIGHTS, CAMERA: DEBATE ON FILMS 

AND MORALITY 

"��-i::3"��0 one wrires with 
more knowledge 

"and enthusiasm 
• about movies than

the author, Peter
"- Malone, reverend 

�....!sb;;:r;;:;G�..P".M doyen of reviewers. 
He is not merely a movie buff, howeve1; 
he is a philospher of film, fossicking 
through movies co find shining, spiritual 
nuggets in a way reminiscent of 
Shakespeare's Touchstone in As Jou Like 
It, who 'found tongues in trees, books in 
the running brooks, sermons in stones 
and good in everything'. 

Yet at least half of all movies are 
profit-driven, conveyor-belt dreck, dross 
or worse. Only once, by mentioning 
'money-men� does Peter Malone allude 
to the financial side of what is less an 
art form than an industry. The greatest 
of the old Hollywood dream factories 
was Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer with its 
'more scars than heaven: roaring lion and 
motto, Ars Crans Arris - An for the Sake 
of Art 

Humbug. MG11. Like the other

Hollywood studios operated mainly on
the basi of Hok.um Gratia PeanriOTW11 
- Hokum for the ake of lfoney as
witness Tinseltown's current shonk.s
and scamsters, not to mention budget
padders, money-launderers and an
accountancy system so impenetrable that
even films highly successful at the box
office may never show a profit share to
creators low on the money-tree. 

Among Peter Malone's chapters is 
Priests on a Pedestal - and Priests Toppled 
In this he describes how the likes of 
Spencer Tracy, Pat O'Brien, Gregory 
Peck and Bing Crosby played amiable 
priests and how such roles have shifted 
to something less amiable, a shift he 
explains on the basis of the scandal 
of sexual abuse by clerics without 
pointing out its relatively Limited scale 

Reviewed by ]AMES MURRAY

Can Movies Be a Moral Compass? 
By Peter Malone. 

St Pauls Publishing rrp (UK pounds) 7.99. 

and the social context of laissez-faire 
(Hollywoodian?) sexuality in which it 
was pe1pen·ated. 

This is pare of the work's benign tone. 
Occasionally Peter Malone does show that 
a sharp wit lies beneath the accentuation 
of the positive, elimination of the negative. 
Not every critic shares his benevolence. 
In Hollgwood VS America (I 993), Michael 
Medved has a chapter entitled Comic Boole 
Clergy in wbich he excoriates Hollywood's 
shift in attiritude from the benign. 

'In the last fifteen years, Hollywood 
has swung to the opposite extreme 
presenting a view of the clergy that is 
every bit as one-sided in its cynicism and 
hostility as the old treatment may have 
been idealised and saccharine: 

He adds: 'As the world's single most 
visible and powerful religious institution.. 

RfSOt:RCE CDTRE 

IDEAL FOR CONFER£ crs 

* Conference Rooms and Ea
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the Roman Catholic Church has provided 
a convenient focus for tl1e anti-clerical 
impulse in Hollywood? 

To support his contention, he cites 
a list of movies that begins with The

Runner Stumbles (1979) and ends with 
Black Robe (I 991). It is not necessary 
to agree with each of his assessments 
to admit the pertinence of his general 
verdict: 'The most important point to 
keep in mind about all these movies 
and tl1eir grim and skeptical view of the 
Church of Rome is that their negativity 
is never answered by simultaneous 
releases chat offer sympathetic treatment 
of Catholicism? 

Medved, as does Peter Malone, praises 
Romero (1989), director John Duigan's 
movie about the martyr for justice 
Archbishop Oscar Romero of EI Salvador. 
But Medved criticises the movie's 
'propagandistic messages that are cocally in 
line with "politically correct" thinking in 
the film capital' while pointing out ic was 
produced independem.ly by the Paulist 
priest. Ellwood 'Bua Kaiser.. who raised 
'pm.ire c:adiolic suppon' co make it 

�either. incidentally, mentions 
Maurice Cloche" ,lfonsieur Vincent

(19-9 . starring Pierre Fresnay as St 
Vincent de Paul perhaps the greatest 
morie of sancrity in acrion ever filmed. 

liichael Medved is Jewish. Some 
may argue that here and elsewhere he 
displays a stricter than Pauline rigour 
in his criticism. Intriguingly, however, 
Graham Greene, no puritan, relates 
an anecdote in his introduction to The

Pleasure Dome, a collection of his film 
criticism that shows how ingrained is 
Hollyv,ood's attitude to Catholicism. 

Greene had worked with producer 
David O Selznick on the movie version 
of Tlie Third Man. Years later, Selznick 
invited him to lunch to discuss a new 
project: the life of St Mary Magdalene. 
Greene ate the lunch but refused the 
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project. Selznick didn't argue. 'I have 
another idea.' he said. 'It will appeal to 
you as a Catholic. You know how next 
year they have what's called the Holy 
Year in Rome. Well, I want t0 make a 
picture called The Unholy Year. It will 
show all the commercial rackets that go 
on, the crooks . .  .' 

'An interesting idea,' I said. 
'We'll shoot it in the Vatican.' 
'I doubt if they will gi,·e rnu 

pennission for chat.' 
'Oh, sure they will; he said. 'You see, 

we'll write in one Good Character: 
One Good CharaCLer. There you have 

Hollywood's attitude summed up: 
ambivalent expediency rather than 
malign antipathy. Peter Malone may well 
take a different view. In his Afie,word., he 
writes of what he defines as the 'clialogue 
between movies and morality'. 

'I have been able to listen to a great 
deal of feedback and critique which, I 
hope, I have absorbed. Another source 
of feedback has been the interviews 
with film directors, especially Australian 
directors, hearing of their approaches to 
values - and their spirituality.' 

It would have been fascinating to 
read more on this topic. Meantime, he 
also reveals that he has been working 
on what he calJs, 'A Movie Lectionary' 

More than 

Coincidence? 

W
HEN Napoleon heard
re:iorts of the Pope's 

prepared"eSS :o excommunicate 
n·�. ,e .e::i, ed: Does he think 
:ha: ,"e ,•,er c nas gore oack 
a :"ot.sBrc }·ears? Does he 
s;..;:>::iose the weapons will fall 
irom the nands of my soldiers?' 
Two years later, in 1812, they 
did when the Grande Armee fell 
victim to the horrors of a Russian 
winter and was almost completely 
destroyed. Sir Archibald Alison 
(1792-1867], a Protestant historian 
commented 'there is something 
in these marvellous coincidences 
beyond the operation of chance'. 

involving the linking of a popular movie 
with the Sunday Gospel readings and 
titled, Liglus. Camera? Faith! 

'With over 200 movies considered 
for the three volumes, I am convinced 
that there is a fruitful dialogue between 
movies and the biblical texts and themes. 
In the United States similar books and 

guides have proliferated meaning that 
this approach makes a great deal of 
religious sense and talks the language 
that people are comfortable with. It 
also meant that we have been exploring 
Lights Camera Faith for the Ten 
Commandments and more recently, The 
Beatitudes and the Seven Deadly Sins.' 

He concludes by answering the 
question posed by his title: 'Yes, I do 
belie\·e, strongly, that movies can be 
moral and spiritual compasses: 

Which raise another question: How 
can a medium so expedient, not to 
say venal in its industrial and financial 
origins provide a moral compass? At 
best, surely, it provides a compass rose 
- the card on which the cardinal points,
north, south, east and west, are set out
with every other point in between. 

This works only with a compass 
needle that swings to true north. In 
other words, a reviewer and cineaste 
with the informed conscience and depth 
of knowledge of a Peter Malone, 

� particularly when he is using his 
sharper needle. · 

JAMES MURRAY is a Glasgow-born Catholic. A 

Sydney-based writ.er his career includes ten years 
in .fleet Street., and contributes to Australia's major 
publications. He wiites Annals film reviews, and is 
the author of our ever-popular il1edia JJ1aaers. 

This insurance product is issued by Catholic Church Insurances Limited ABN 76 000 005 210 AFSL 235415. The Product Disdosure Statement is available from our website or by 
phoning us. You should read and consider the Product Disclosure Statement bef0<e deciding to buy or renew this insurance product. 
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New World 

Opens with a sequence of lyrical 
foreboding: a flotilla of small sailing 
ships enters a river estuary. On shore 
the native inhabitants flit from tree to 

tree, watching in wonder. 
The year is 1607. William 

Shakespeare is still thriving. And writer/ 
director Terrence Malick has a subject 
that Shakespeare could have envied: the 
romance berween Captain John Smith 
(Colin Farrell) of the Virginia Company 
and Pocahontas (Q'Orianka Kilcher), a 
romance that helped to make America, 
still, for all its faults, the lase, best hope 
of the world. 

Malick and his team do not recreate 
the past for us. They make us time
travellers to it, its foreignness and 
crudity, savagery and beauty, not 
least by filming in natural light and in 
the original location where the first 
settlement, Jamestown, was established. 

Farrell, all beard, swagger and 
glower, is adequate to his role. 
Q'Orianka Kilcher, a teenager of South 
American Indian ancestry, is revelatory 
as Pocahontas (meaning Playful One) 
who, abandoned by Smith, is cluisrened 
Rebecca and transformed through 
marriage to a settler John Rolfe 
(Christian Bale). 

She becomes a new Eve journeying 
from her Eden to London and its 
awecome palaces yet for all her elegance 
still carrying the pristine aura of her 
past. 

In her, Terrence Malick has 
found a guiding star for another of 
his roascerclass movies, movies that 
revalidate a medium adulterated bv 
too much sleazoid dross and chronic 
sequelitis. 

MA 15+ ***** ITFY 

Separate Lies 

Begins as one of those House 
Beautifid movies, set somewhere in 
England's Home Counties. But in an 
early, shocking twist actor/writer Julian 
Fellowes, mak.ing his debut as director, 
cracks the idyll to show the moral 
ambiguity within. 

His superlative cast includes Tom 
Wilkinson, Emily Watson and Rupert 
Everrett playing the classic triangle of 
uptight husband, dissatisfied wife and 
the cad who bounds between them with 
fatal results. 

MOVIES 

By JA.MES MURRAY 

Fellowes based his script on the 
I igel Balchin novel A Way through
the Wood. The result is reminiscent of 
Graham Greene's T/1e End of the Affair. 
But where Greene was explicit about 
the redemption, Fellowes is discreet, 
indicating his moral intent in his 
opening sequence showing a beautiful 
house with a cross perched on one of its 
gables - an architectural device rarely, if 
ever seen, in the Home Counties. 

M *****NFFV 

Lassie 

Even the dog over-acts in this new 
version of Eric Knight's 1940 novel, 
Lassie Come Home. But that may be 
because it's trying to keep up with 
that old dog Peter O'Toole displaying 
roore acting tricks than a wagon load 
of monkeys as an aristocrat dividing 
his time between a Yorkshire place 
(Pudding Palace?) and a Scottish place 
(Haggis Castle?). 

Writer/director Charles Sturridge 
tops memories of 10 feature movies 
and more than 600 half-hour TV 
episodes by emphasising the grittiness 
of the original Yorkshire minjng village 
location and the World War II period. 
Moreover modern technology enables 
him to go beyond Hollywood backJots 
into the haunted, majestic harshness of 
the Scottish Highlands for Lassie's epic 
journey home. 

And Sturridge assembles a strong 
ea t to match those Highlands, 
tarting witb Jonathan Mason as Joe 

Carraclough, Lassie· owner. Unlike 
previous child act0rs Elizabetb Taylor 
and Roddy McDowell who looked as if 
they'd been brought up on milk.. honey 
and Mars bars, }lason bas the pinched 
look of a sparrow during a hard v.inter. 
Samantha Morton and John Lynch play 
his parents with a similar downcast but 
brave air. 

To add comic charm t0 the drama, 
Sturridge casts members of what might 
be called The Anglo-Scottish Film 
Repertory Company such as Robert 
Hardy, Edward Fox, Kelly Macdonald 
and Gregor Fisher. 

Peter Dinklage gives the dog a chance 
to rest by dominating scenes as Rowlie, 
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the travelling puppeteer. All in all this 
version is o convincing. you feel like 
sending the dog, well, hilai about a can 
of Chum in the shape of an Oscar? 

PG-tr� m-

ice Age: The Meltdown 

They're back: Ray Romano, John 
Leguizamo, Denis Leary. The trio are 
in splendid voice as Manny, the Wooly 
Mammoth, Sid, the Sloth and Diego, the 
Sabre Toothed Tiger. Add Queen Latifah 
as the voice of a female mammoth, 
Ellie (who thinks she's a possum), and 
you have a quartet fit to tackle all the 
comical perils nature throws at them. 

For Disney take-over reasons, the 
name of the production company 
may have changed from Pixar to Blue 
Sky but the high-definition computer 
cartooning remains. 

G *****SFFV 

She's the Man 

One of Hollywood's working rules is, 
when in doubt reach for the collected 
works of William Shakespeare. Director 
Andy Fickman and his writing team, 
Ewan Leslie, Karen McCuUah Lutz and 
Kirsten Smith do, and come up with a 
Lively update of Twe!filz Night. 

Amanda Bynes is Viola Hastings who 
impersonates her twin brother Sebastian 
(James Kirk) to win a place in the lliyria 
Prep football team. There she learns to 
bend it like Beckham under the hard 
eye of coach Dinklage (Vinnje Jones, an 
ex-pro footbaJler) and the admiring eyes 
of Duke (Channing Tatum) and Olivia 
(Laura Ramsey). 

The comedy of gender switching 
works as brilliantly for today's popcorn 
munchers as it did for yesterday's 
orange-eating groundlings. Bynes 
in particular i more bubbly that a 
ma�u.m of Bollinger and it is possible 
to imagine Shakespeare's ghost giving 
her and her fellow mummers a round of 
applause. 

PG ***** SFFV 

Last Holiday 

Is this the ultimate re-make? Directed 
by Wayne Wang, written by Jeffrey 
Price and Peter S Seaman, it is said to 
be based on a script by JB Priestley. 
No mention, however, of the movie of 
the same title in which Alec Guinness 
starred back in 1950. 
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Hence the ultimate tag: the 
understated Guinness part of a character 
having a last fling before dying is taken 
by the ebullient Queen Latifah. 

She plays Georgie Byrd, a choir 
singer and kitchenwai·e salesperson in 
St Louis who on being diagnosed with a 
fatal illness decides to whoop it up and 
move into Central Europe's grandest 
of grand mountain hotels, Hotel Pupp 
(appropriately pronounced Poop). 

There Latifah turns on the glamour 
to such effect she makes the greatest of 
her co-stars, Gerard Depardieu, playing 
a chief, looking like an underdone cod. 
As for Timothy Hutcon, playing her 
tycoon former boss: stunned mullet 
time. 

The Guinness version ended blackly. 
Queen Latifah, being unquenchable, 
her version ends in a blaze of romance 
in which every snowflake seems to be 
heart-shaped. 

PG ***** SFFV

Neil Young: Heart of Gold 

Director Jonathan Demme pays 
tribute to singer-songwriter Neil Young 
in this beautifully paced documentary, 
shot in Nashville's Ryman Auditorium 
during the premiere of Young's Prairie

·wind concert last year. 
As well as the title song, Young 

performs other great ballads from bis 
repertoire including the profound, 
Wl1en Cod Made Me. Among those 
who match his skills on stage are his 
wife Pegi Young, Emmylou Harris and 
bandleader/steel guitarist Ben Keith. 

Young makes it clear that the prairie 
he is singing about is the Canadian 
prairie where he was born. His highly 
individualistic style is complemented by 
his group's backing music and vocals. 
The result is a musical documentary 
that makes you realise how deeply 
rooted country and western music is in 
the ballads of England, Scotland and 
Ireland. 

In particular, Neil Young's nasal 
delivery, characteristic of so many 
contemporary singers including U2's 
Bono, reminds us of William Hazlitt's 
descripton of the street singers of 
Dublin more than rwo hundred years 
ago, though Young and Bono are on 
better money than the pennies earned 
by the street singers. 

PG ***** SFFV

Official 
Clas.sifications key 
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Where the Truth Lies 

Writer/ director Acom �� •s
punning title is the key to hh r:.r.ae 
surface veneers can hide lrnoa:y. 
He takes us into the public i,e<:.e e

and private lives of madca.? dcsw 
Lanny Morris (Kevin BaOOD) 
straightman Vince Collin (Colm �) 
who mysteriously split at me he:;= ol 
their Las Vegas fame in the 195C. 

Catalyst for their brief oft-- _ 
re-engagement in the here and DOIi" 

is writer Karen O'Connor (.!.Ii: 
Lohman), seeking the true rez-'on 
their split after Vince signs a �
dollar contract okaying a book. 

Egoyan, usually a direcror 
great discretion, does not spare -
lubricious details of Lanny and ;:i;ce•

intermingled private life. Bacon � 
Firth, each playing against type. � 
performances that should have cceD 
them pulling out their thank-you fu.., z. 
the Oscars. 

Second thought: Bacon doei nm 
play against type; he has no cype o..fy 
the ability to play the widest ran� • 
characters. Lohman initially see= mo 
young for her part. But she goes on a, 

display a kind of frail fortitude a.: :;he 
strays to the wrong side of objecri<i.:y in 
pursuit of the truth. 

The sense you get of a sho..,·biz 
legend being enacted is well founded. 
Egoyan's script is based on me no..-el 
by Rupert Holmes who wem clo er 
co identifying the duo. Him: not Bud 
Abbott and Lou Costello. 

MA 15+ ***** ::--ffFV 
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Hidden 

Juliette Binoche and Daniel Auteuil, 
at the cop of their game play Anne, a 
publisher, and Georges, a TV book 
pundit. What could be cosier? Add a 
;on Pierrot and you appear to have 
cbe makings of a breakfast cereal 
commerci.al. 

In cbe world of writer/director 
llichael Haneke. however, all is not 
what ic appears. The present indicative 
of Anne and Georges is invaded by the 
�t imperfect, an invasion triggered 
by the receipt of videotapes indicating 
me,-� co be under surveillance, and 

pti:a;; dues as co cheir origin. 
The uouble \\ith this psychological 

mnlkr i� chat Haneke is not content 
w-.b lll)srificarion. In so far as his 
c:;c:ou,abiliry allows us to discern, he 
sea:. w be into collective guilt. 

M ***** NFFV 

Two for the Money 

_ � times has Al Pacino played 
·;.:.opbeles to the naive that he

comd do die pan in his sleep. And 
i;:::,=:z!Jlr-t" ha;: Bue not here, because 
CJtt.tUt DJ Caruso and writer Dan 

• � cre-azed such an eye-opening 
for him - a cable TV 

� the show's producer/ 
WnceT Abrams. He 

Snndon Lang (Matthew 
� _ an ex-footballer with 

oriDa for ripping winners. Will 
ScCllim ma.ll,· succumb to the wealth 
2111d � \\"airer offers? Will Walter's 
-- -oni (Rene Russo) succumb to 

E..;;alan',, ea:>J' charm or remain faithful 
co mer "'-ho Pacino makes as go-go 
;z;, 2 a2d .lfarch hare - or a battery
po-aed rabbit in a TV commercial? 

M*****NFFV 

American Dreamz 

V.riter direccor Paul Weitz bounces 
b:s sarirical comedy off the never-ending 
quest for in cant celebrity, focused on 
the eponymous top-rating, Idolesque 
iliow. anchored by Martin Tweed (Hugh 
GranL). 

lnco his gravity field come any 
number of wannabes. They include 
a milkshake and venom blonde Sally 
Kendoo (Mandy Moore) with a soldier 
boyfriend William Williams (Chris 
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Klein), Jewish cantor, rap artist Sholem 
(Adam Busch) and hapless terrorist 
songster, Omer (Sam Golzari). 

In seeking to fulfil their ambitions, 
they become involved in a plot to 
assassinate the US president Joe Staton 
(Dennis Quaid). 

Grant does a compelling turn, giving 
'I\veed a mordant edge somewhere 
between the posh David Frost and 
the plebian Eddie McGuire. Quaid's 
president is not dumb, merely a donkey 
into a second stint for which it doesn't 
have the stamina. 

Like much effective satire, this one 
skips lightly just above reality, in this 
case the war on terrorism. It even 
suggests a method of smuggling plastic 
explosives that could have air-travellers 
being required to spit out their chewing 
gum before boarding. 

Some may find comedy in the midst 
of terror unseemly. But tell that to the 
marines. Or the fatwa mullahs. 

M ***** SFFV 

Aeon Flux 

Is Peter Chung's animated character 
given human dimensions by Charlize 
Theron, her normally blonde hair black 
enough to have been shined \\ich Kiwi 
boot polish and the rest of her sculpted 
from candied honey so chat she looks 
like the offspring of James Bond and 
Emma Peel. 

Remote offspring. Her character lives 
in the year 2415 in a walled, city state, 
Bregna, that is not as perfect as it looks. 
Its ruler is Trevor Goodchild (Marton 
Czokas) who Aeon is ordered to kill by 
The Handler (Frances McDormand in a 
red-fright wig that may be a subliminal 
plug for Ronald McDonald and his 
burgers). 

Aeon hesitates co kill, sensing a 
mysterious link with Trevor ... All sci
fi hokum, of course: balletic fisticuffs, 
impossible escapes, beathtaking stunts. 
For her locations director Karyn 
( Gir(fight) Kusama relies not on the 
expected computerised backgrounds 
but the structures of the Bahaus 
period (1919-28) including Berlin's 
Maria Regina Martyrum building and 
Potsdam's Schloss Sans Souci and Buga 
Park - so powerfully elegant you are 
tempted to forget the actors and admire 
the architecture. 

M *****NFFV 

Cry Wolf 

Direccor/co-writer Jeff Wadlow and 
producer/co-writer Beau Bauman have 
put together a thriller of gre.1t cechn.ical 
proficiency befitting cwo graduates 
of the Southern Californiana cbool 
of Cinema-Television. Bue cbeir lick 
edits and sudden flashbacks are like 
hundreds and thousands sprinkled on 
a stale bun. 

Their plot involves a group of 
students at a private school who 
form a Liars Club, headed by Dodger 
(Lindy Booth). She and the rest of cast, 

including Jon Bon Jovi, have calenc to 

spare. But they should not have spa.red 
it for this one - unless at dire risk of 
eviction for non-payment of renL The 
shock, horror and gore are predictable 
when they hook their lies into a real-life 
local murder. 

M ***** KfF\
7 

The Weather Man 

David Spritz (Nicholas Cage) is the 
weather man, orchestrating forecast 

Ahead on 

Points? 

'Pour me a stiff one,' 

said Mike to bartender 

"I just had another fight 

with the little woman". 

'Oh, oh,' from bartender. 

'how did this one end?' 

'When it was over,' 

said Mike, 'She came to 

me on her hands and 

knees.' 

'Really', the bartender 

gasped, 'quite a switch! 

What did she say?' 

She said, 'Come out 

from under the bed, 

you chicken.' 
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for a TV station in Chicago where 
winds blow strong and ice forms on the 
Great Lakes. Yet nothing in the weather 
patterns matches the trough of low 
pressure that is his life. He is divorced 
and his ex-wife Noreen (Hope Davis) 
creats him with the benign contempt 
of a woman who has found someone 
else less endearing but steadier. His 
son (Nicholas Houle) and daughter 
(Gemmenne De La Pena) have their 
problems. His father Robert (Michael 
Caine), a Pulitzer Prize winning author, 
is old and ailing. 

Working from a Steven Conrads 
scripL director Gore Verbinski 
draw from Cage an extraordinary 
characterisation of an on-camera 
Til'tllOSO of the isobars who is hapless in 
life Bue not quite hopeless. He even -
frahjoos prospecc - gets the opportunjty 
w join Bry·anc Gumbel (played by 
Bryant Gumbel) on a New York 
morning show called Hello, America.

�i.\ 15- ***** JfFV 

The. Pink Panther 

Blake �-ards.. creator of the original 
fanchise which starred Peter Sellers, 
alive and dead. as Inspeccor Clouseau, 
geu a credit on this one. Bue it lacks the 
breakneck pace and sponraneicy which 
made the Edwards-Sellers Clouseau 
a chain reaction of hilarious accidents 
waiting to happen. 

The reason? Steve Martin not only 
stars as Clouseau nouveau, he co-wrote 
the script with Len Blum and is credited 
as executive producer. Did someone 
say something about too many credits 
spoiling the comedy? Martin insists 
on stopping the action for special bits 
like his American accent lessons. He 
even includes chat ploy of desperate 
classroom clowns: a flatulence joke. 

Kevin Kline abets as Clouseau's 
boss; the great French heavy, Jean 
Reno, plays Clouseau's partner. Emily 
Monimer, having shown she can play 
very English and very Scots is very 
French. Clive Owen, once tipped as the 
new James Bond, takes cameo revenge 
by playing Agent 006, in the movie's 
funniest sequence. 

PG ***** SFFV

Inside Man 

Usually speed of execution is the 
hallmark of classic heist movies. Not in 
director Spike Lee's effort, based on a 

::: 
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script by Russell Gewirtz. They build 
slow tension from the ramifications of 
their plot, Clive Owen being darkly 
brilliant as the mastermind Dalton 
Russell. 

Against him are arrayed the NYPD 
Emergency Services Unit led by 
Captain John Darius (Willem Dafoe) 
and a detective Keith Frazier (Denzel S 
Washington) as well as his partner Bill 
Mitchell (Chiwetel Ejiofor). Between 
them is Madeline White (Jodie Foster) 
a Jew York power broker with links to 
the city mayor and to the .heist bank's 
president Arthur Case (Christopher 
Plummer). 

Theirs is the kind of ensemble 
playing that deserves a special group 
Oscar. And so clever is the plot that 
Owen opens the movie by revealing its 
resolution. But he does this in a way 
more cryptic than any crossword so that 
you may well be still surprised at the 
ending. 

MA 15+ ***** NFFV 

Little Manhattan 

Does not go on as it begins - with 
a bout of classroom projectile vomiting 
to symbolise that this romantic comedy 
is about lovesickness among sub-teen 
schoolchildren. 

Fortunately the husband and wife 
team of director Mark Levine and 
scr.iptwriter Jennifer Flackett allow 
the charm and talent of Gabe (Josh 
Hutcherson) and Rosemary (Charlie 
Ray) full play. He is a chunky, regular 
kid living with his estranged Pop 
(Bradley Whitford) and Mom (Cynthia 
Nixon) in a cramped apartment. She is 
long-haired, slim, and lives an idyllic 
Jjfe in a spacious apartment overlooking 
Central Park. 

Think Romeo and Juliet, separated 
by real estate snobbery rather than 
a family feud, whose encounters of 
consequence take place in karate class. 

Levine and Flackett work some 
neat fantasy into the romance and 
Hutcherson can-ies the movie in a state 
of freckled bewilderment matched by 
his laconic voice-over. 

G *****SFFV 

Firewall 

Jack Stanfield (Harrison Ford) is a 
computer whiz working for a bank. Imo 
his life comes Bill Cox (Paul Bettany) 
with a deal too ruthless to refuse: 

Pot and Pipe 

Worship 

J
OHN R�s..- -s ;-;;,•,=· :: ,,
old pre;�.: :e - ::s :-- : - ; ": • 

English sc-::.::; · s:: . ; · ·: ·-? 
Cathedra' c' :..- =-s ·-= : ==�
concludes:·:.-: -:�. �- :'.:: 
you care to see : .-.s 
the Mador,ras ::·:- - :-
you come at a _ = _ =::c -=-
feminine rea::e· - ::-s : 
and be please:: :: ·e:: -:-::
neither Mace"" - =·"' : ·s -: 
Lady-worsh1po'a-! s.::- -�--�
of dead ladies :· - - - - - · 
ever did any ht..-=- : ·==· _ ·= -= -
harm-but that'.':-s:- =�-: 
Wig-worship. Cc:•=-=---=·--- :
Feather-worsh1::J. ::: a:s- : ·: · : 
and Pot-worship a�: ::: :,s- -: � - : 
have done and a·e :: - ; -= ;-=-=· 
deal - and that a"! :' ·-=:-= -= -: 
all are quite mil"·c--": : - : -=
offensive to the Ge: :' -== =·
and Earth and the S:.:-s ·- = - = 
the ... lovingest m:s:.:..-e;; --=== 
by any generation o' - s s -: '= 
children about what :-e , ·; -
Mother could or  WOUIC =· - ;-·

do, or feel, towards the-
- John Ruskin, Our Fathers �e,<: -:r-: _ 

1884, pp.202-203 

if he is not given the code- � - mr 
electronic transfer of millioni. -� 
his henchmen will kill Stanlielc- -

Beth (Virginia Madsen) and cbiL:..--cn 
Andy (Jimmy Bennett) and Sar..a (C!::i! 
Schroeder). 

So far, so familiar. Bue m.--ea.m
Ricbard Loncraine and his scrip�..c
Joe Forte polish up the antique � 
Every move Jack makes, for ex� 
is monitored. And Bettany brio:;:; � 
cold eyes of a shark to his part. rare! 
He morphs from suburban quiet ilUll 

tO ferocious hero though there are 

moments when he seems slow on hi;; 
pins. Hopefully he will not have to rnn 
and catch a bus in his next lndiam1a 

Jones adventure. 

Basic Instinct 2 

Long unawaited sequel to the 1992

original, again starring Sharon tone as 
Catherine 1hmell, a writer whose plots 
are poison to those attracted into her 
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orbit. Among them is Dr Michael Glass 
(David Morrissey) who ends up where 
many of his ilk do - in an asylum but 
not practising his speciality: psychiatry. 

Director Michael Caton-Jones (and 
hi script-writers Leora Barish and 
Henrry Bean) re-1.ocate 'framell from San 
Francisco to London. Not trad London 
- the London of glitz, plate glass and
pen·ersity with never a Beefeater in
sight. Too much perhaps of Stone's
enduring charms as she heads towards
the age of the celebrated Jeanne Marie
Bourgeois. alias Mistinguett, of whom
JB ·Beachcomber' Morton wrote: 'A
rose-red cutie half as old as time: 

_cone is not likely to win an Oscar 
chough a Golden Turkey is a distinct 
possibility, the only relief being when 
;;be gives in to her inner comedienne 
md pla�·s her femme fatale for ludicrous 
not lab.al effect. 

"MA 15+ ***** NFFV 

Kinky Boots 

Charlie Price (Joel Edgerton) is 
the beir who thinks the family shoe
czlin� business won't fit him. But to 
� the business - and its workers 
- � under a flood of cheap imports, 

�es Lola (Chiwetel E_jiofor) a
&"Eb�te designer with the aim of 
ueai:.:; .,. niche market. 

� dittcted by Julian Jarrold, the 
is b.Jdable and hilarious though 

;a:z � find the real machines in the 
faa:ory more fascinating than the 

-----, I -J � of the storyline. 
lI --irt*** NFFV 

Slither 

iby homer? Xauseating version of 
alii:n C1X1;,c"'l.er zomhiefies small town in 
� Tricer director James Gunn 
� op ,...;eh a monster that, having 
infeaed a human being, resembles 
2 ?Zlll squid and throws out mini
monsters that look like Sydney slugs 
wii:h the speed of Sydney cockroaches. 

The only question of consequence: 
whT do actors of talent hire out for 
i:his kind of emetic farrago? In the 
days of studio Hollywood, actors such 
a Humphrey Bogart and Bette Davis 
rook suspension rather than appear 
io material they felt beneath their 
calent. So why do talented players like 
Elizabeth Banks, Nathan Fillion and 
Gregg Henry volunteer? 

TBC ***** NFFV 
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''I Believe•• - A Little Catholic Catechism 
The "WWW." of the Faith, the World Wide Web of wisdom that unites all believers, 

and described by the Vatican's Congregation of the Clergy as "a service to the Faith". 

I BELIEVE 
A Little Catholic Catechis1n 

Nurturing the Faith 

Since 1998 the little catechism "I Believe" has served religious, 
catechists, families and young adults as an aid to learning and 
teaching the Faith. 

This new edition, revised in collaboration with the Vatican's Con
gregation of the Clergy, is a great help for all those who want to 
better understand the basics of the Catholic Faith and who are 
looking for a clear guide for their journey with and towards God. 
The new edition follows still more clearly the structure of the 
Catechism of the Catholic Church, with numerous references to it. 
The language of the text is simple and accessible to all. 

The first part of the book is based upon the Apostles Creed. Each 
article of the Creed is explained in a separate chapter and beauti
fully illustrated with examples from the Bible. The second part is 
devoted to the Sacraments, the life of Jesus, prayer in the Christian 

life and an explanation of the Lord's Prayer. 

Beautifully illustrated throughout 

Just $10.00 a copy 

A beautiful hand made olive wood rosary 
made by needy Christian families in Bethle
hem will be sent to all those who give an addi
tional charity donation of $12 or more to help 
support the Christians in the Holy Land*. 

Please tick the box below if you would like to 
receive the Rosary from the Holy Land. 

GD 
Order Form: " I Believe" - A Little Catholic Catechism �

Send To: Aid to the Church in Need, PO Box 6245 Blacktown DC NSW 2148 2

Phone/Fax No: (02) 9679-1929 E-mail: info@aidtochurch.org Web: www.aidtochurch.org 
Please send me Payment method: 0cheque/money order enclosed
Number Amount OR please debit my credit card 
.... "I Believe" ( A Little Catholic Catechism) ($10)

Postage and Handling included 

· · · · · · · 0 Bankcard Ovisa 0 Mastercard 

Charity donation for the Holy Land* ...... . 

Total enclosed 

D Please send me the Holy Land Rosary beads*. 
No GST applies as the catechism and rosary beads with post

age included are available at 50% below market value. 

AID TO THE CHURCH IN NEED ... A Catholic charity 
dependent on the Holy See, providing pastoral relief to 
needy and oppressed Churches. 

DDDD DDDD DODD DODD 
Exp. Date __ / __ Signature .................. .
BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms/Rev .............................. . 
Address ..................... .................. . 
................................ Postcode ...... . 
Ph .............. Email ......................... . 
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CATHOLIC LIFE 

The Church-s lone voice as it appears to today-s young in the U7est 

THE NEW ORTHODOXY 

T is becoming almost a cliche 
to note the new mood of ortho
doxy among young Catholics 
in Britain. Members of Youth 
2000 in vigils of prayer before 
the Blessed Sacrament, outdoor 

--� processions for Corpus Christi, 
a revival of interest in the Rosary and 
- perhaps the most remarkable of all - a
rediscovery of Confession, are all among
features of a trend that has emerged over
the past .five to ten years.

It's not a massive trend - and must 
be set against the tragic inertia produced 
among thousands of would-be Catholics 
in nominally Catholic schools, with poor 
Religious Education using inadequate 
or doctrinally unsound textbooks. The 
young people to watch are those who 
have escaped this inertia. They are a 
minority, but a significant one: they a.re 
the ones who do attend �lass_ belong to 
various Catholic groups, organi_-e chem-

By JOANNA BOGLE 

selves for activities, and are beginning co 
create their own future within a Church 
they are rediscovering through a fog of 
confusion. 

It was perhaps inevitable. Toe great 
defections of the l 970s - from the 
priesthood and religious life, from 
obedience to liturgical norms, and from 
support for orthodox teaching,_ - zre 
now seen as evidence of a tragic era w 
the Church, from which many of�-�
problems flow. Practicalities aL-o mzde 
a difference: Sister andal and Famer 
Folk-Mass belonged co an era of poE. 
ical assumptions thac were found u, or 
wrong. The great u-iOIDTina- of ,Jo:!m 

Paul IL Thatcher and .Re?:;z= _. off 
Communism and me Cold '"= c=:3ed. 
leaving C\1} C?lli,Pi� ir � . .-.:H b,;w iw1 

Th� rather s..andrd caci;-� 
meleiZUL. 

lfosc iuptc..z:x. llc CSU. - � a:,od 
1lidim the Oc..-m.. - ;: people who

Coogee 
FIRST NATIONAL 

REAL ESTATE 

206 Coogee Bay Rd, Coogee 2034 
For 32 years we have specialised in Property Management, 

SaJes and Leasing. 

Annals readers who need the service 
of an experienced Real Estate 

Company should contact: 
Bob Giltinan, or Jim Giltinan, on 

(02) 9665 3341 (Phone)
(02) 9315 8704 (Fax)

Email: coogeefn@bigpond.com 
Web: www.coogeefn.com.au 

PHOPEH'n \I\\\CEI\IE�T • S\LES • l�\EST\IE\TS 
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coday are in their late teens or early 
cwencies were children in the 1980s. 
The an�shed face of Pope Paul VI ('Is 
anyone fu-.ening to me?' he once asked 
� a �-peecb to major religious supe
rior-; in die middle l970s) is for them a 
day-before..yescerday image. The word 
i\Jpe- spells only one name - John Paul 
11 eia:benibrant in heaJth and striding the 
� as a dynamic white-clad image of 
� Cliristiani,:y, or stooped and seated, 
.ad � packing in the crowds and defi
� making his own statements, a sort 
o."bdo\-ed grandpa figure whose world 
;am; gn-es junior members of his tribe a 
� of continuity and shared pride. 

Issues have also changed. Campaigners 
of the 1968-era, who saw opposing the 
Church's teaching on the wrongfulness 
of contraception as a matter of exciting 
rebellion, are confused. Today's young 
people in the West have grown up with 
contraceptives being displayed in school 
se.x-ed classes, distributed at youth 
groups. promoted by crassly vulgar 
ad,-ercisemencs, endlessly pushed by 
Health Authorities. The Church's lone 
l"oice. if the1· manage to hear it, is some
dung extraordinary, refreshing, different, 
.11 radical alternative demanding a change 
oi hen md a radical re-think of lifestyle. 
The pro-life moYement has been one 
beoeficia-y of this. and occupies for some 
� Cazholics the place that things like 
the Yoong Christian Workers occupied 
many decades ago in a vanished Britain 
when the social and economic issues 
demanding debate were so different. 
But there is something more - to work 
for Social Justice or co explore concepts 
such as a Fair v.-age in the 1950s or early 
60s did 110c involve making a massive 
personal commitment involving the 
derision of the mass media and effec 
tive exclusion from much of mainstream 
culture. To be chaste in today's Britain 
requires a courage and depth of commit
ment of a quite extraordinary kind. 

It is a fact that most pupils at Catholic 
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secondary chool are nor pracusmg
their faith_ Those who do are usually
from unusually strong families and/or
invoh-ed ,lith one of the New Movements
that are increasingly providing back.bone
and support within the Church. These
are by no means the clear-cut formal
associations of previous eras. While some
groups such as the Neo-Catechumenate
have a definite membership and their
own ways of doing things - including
meeting separately for Mass - others
have a more general influence. There is
an overlap between the FAITH groups
and Youth 2000, young people attending
a reo·eat given by one and then dropping
in at a weekend event run by another. A
prayer-group established by Youth 2000
may gradually absorb - or be absorbed
by - the Confirmation group of a partic
ular parish, or be associated with some
Divine Mercy devotion or Rosary group
which in turn has links with a local pro
life apostolate connected with promoting
chastity among teenagers or helping
troubled pregnant girls. At a different
level, Opus Dei nms retreats and confer
ences, and has centres where youth and
family activities are organised, where by
no means all the attendees are signe d -up
members of 'The Work·.

New publishing and media groups
have emerged that both flow from and
feed this new orthodoxy. �lost significant
is probably EWTX. the American-based
Catholic TV oen,·ork: this taps into the
renewed sense of Catholic identiLy which
is a hallmark of the new orthodoxy gener
ally and the New Movements in particular. 
Home-grown products in Britain include
the Catholic Truth Society - the formal
pamphlets of old have given way to a
whole range of new leaflets, videos, DVDs,
tapes, and materials for schools and youth 
groups which mesh well with the style of
a new mood which is hungry for infor
mation and knowledge, so often missing
from the doctrinally messy RE lessons of
recent years.

It was of course to be expected that
much of this would cause panic among
those who see right-wing conspira
cies everywhere. The ageing sisters of
the feminist story-sharing circle, and the
organisers of liturgical/polemical confer
ences are understandably fruso·ated that
the ground is slipping from beneath their 
feet Less predictable was the reaction of
ole-time traditionalists, who for two or
three decades have felt themselves to be

Questions nobody 
seems to ask 

why they don't make 
the whole plane out of 
the material used for the 
indestructible black box? 

the Lone Campaigners for the Faithful
remnant of authentic Catholicism. Now
they feel threatened. The new style is
not theirs. Much of its tone seems to be
flavoured with words previously used
by evangelicals. It comes packaged with

people whose idea of prayer before the
Blessed Sacrament might be a night
vigil with music from guitars., everyone
in scruffy jeans, candles everywhere,
no mantillas in sight and some people
kneeling with their faces ro the floor, arms 
outstretched. It looks messy and theat
rical - and indeed, liturgically, it could
probably do with some improvement
(the over-use of amplifiers an obsession
with clapping and swaying, and much
third-rate music, albeit with good words,
tend to be hallmarks of New Orthodox
conununual prayer).

Bue, in a Church scarred and wounded
by scandal, in a culture dominated by
crass TV soap operas and a worship of
football, fed by a media that is vulgar and
pornographic, the emergence of a
new spirit of 01thodox Catholicism, �
even on a small scale, is a sign of�
hope.

JOANNA BocLE is a London-based author, joumalisi. 
and broadcaster. She spent the early years of her 
married life in Gennany where her husband Jamie 
was seiving with the British Army. Her books include 
a biography of the last Emperor of Ausrria-Hungary, 
written jointly with Jamie. 
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